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FOREW ARD
This report consists of three separate parts to facilitate distribution
and aid in comprehension. Part I contains the Executive Summary for this
project; it gives a brief description of major results and a series of
recommendations to the Illinois Department of Conservation regarding the
status of the grass carp and its genetic derivatives in illinois. Part II
contains a series of chapters detaili ng our studies of the biology and
ecology of these fish. Part III contains stocking recommendations for
IIllinois and a description of the computer simulation model upon which
they are based.
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Chapter 1
STOCKING RECOMMENDATIONS
The stocking recommendations made In this report are based on a series of
analyses using the Illinois Herbivorous Fish Stocking Simulation System
(IHF3S), a computer model In which bloenergetics and feeding
characteristics of herbivorous carp are coupled with seasonal aquatic plant
dynamics to produce estimates of the level of plant control achieved with
different stocking strategies. A complete description of IHF3S can be
found In Chapter 3 of this report. In this chapter we present a systematic
summary of our stocking recommendations for triplold grass carp In
I I nols. Although IHF3S can be used to examine diplold (normal) grass
carp stocking strategies, no stocking recommendations for diploids are made
here, in keeping with our recommendations to prohibit diploids in Illinois
(Wiley and Gorden 1984a).
APPROACH
Answering the question of "how many fish should be stocked?" for a
particular plant control situation Is, unfortunately, not as straight
forward as It might first appear. The decision to use herbivorous carp to
control macrophyte populations immediately demands a second decision about
the degree of plant reduction desired. The grass carp is a potent
blo-technology, fully capable of completely stripping most bodies of water
In Illinois of all macroscopic plant growth. Total eradication of plants
may be neither aesthetically nor ecologically desirable In most situations
but may be entirely acceptable in others. Stocking rate Is the primary
mechanism available to achieve varied levels of control with these fish.
Obviously then, the number of fish to be stocked depends upon the amount
of plant control one wishes to achieve.
Even when the degree of control has been clearly specified, there are
several key factors which affect the amount of growth and consumption
(i.e., plant control potential) that can be expected from stocking a given
number of grass carp. These factors Include:
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Fig. 1-1. Twenty climatic regions in IlliInois as designated
by the Illnols State Water Survey.
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we give stocking rates for five types of plant communities commonly
problematic in Illinois. These are the plant assemblages for which
there Is adequate data to make explicit recommendations (Table 1-1).
We can provide only a general Ized set of guidelines for other species
until more data are available (Table 1-2).
(4) Site specific variables. There are a large number of other factors
that vary from site to site or from year to year within sites that
can influence the long-term performance of a particular stocking of
grass carp.' For example, factors that can influence annual variation
In growth and regeneration rates of aquatic macrophytes Include:
competition from phytoplankton populations, nutrient loadings, and
herbicides leaching from a surrounding watershed. Other factors can
affect the longevity or vigor of the carp; abnormal weather may cause
catastrophic mortality (winter or summer kills) or suppress feeding.
High fishing pressure may reduce the number of carp below effective
levels. None of these factors can be predicted for particular sites
and yet may lead to variations In the results of a particular level of
stocking. Because these site-specific variables cannot be controlled,
our approach has been to ignore (or average out when possible) these
types of variations. While correcting stocking rates for only
predictable sources of variation may be Incomplete, It is clearly
superior to ignoring all sources of variation and making no
corrections at all. It is Important, therefore, that users of the
recommendations below note that the results of stocking at suggested
rates will undoubtedly vary somewhat from site to site. However,
using these rates provides the best guarantee available that a
planned grass carp stocking will be both cost-effective and
ecologically safe.
STOCKING STRATEGIES
There are at least two basic approaches possible In stocking grass carp for
biological control purposes: (1) serial stocking and (2) batch stocking,
either of these strategies may be desirable in certain circumstances. In
1-5
ser al stocking, fish are stocked Into a body of water at more or less
regular, prescribed Intervals (i.e., serially); the basic serial pattern
is repeated as long as control Is desired. Frequent stockings help
minimize the number of fish required to achieve a specified level of
control. The opposite strategy is taken in batch stocking. Here the
principle Is to stock as infrequently as possible, putting in fish in
single large "batches" sized to compensate for the long periods between
stockings. For most situations In Illinois, we recommend serial stocking.
It Is more efficient and cost effective, and It al lows a greater degree of
control over the amount of plant reduction to be achieved. We present
stocking rate recommendations below using both serial and 10-year batch
stocking strategies.
In using either of these strategies, the amount of plant control desired
must be specified. Because aquatic plants are Important In the trophic
dynamics of most III Inols sport fisheries (Wiley et al. 1984) and in
sediment stabil ization (Wiley and Gorden 1984b, Chapter 4), total
eradication of aquatic macrophytes Is seldom desirable. Research on
typical bass-bluegll communities suggests that 36-40% plant cover in
littoral areas provides an optimal habitat for largemouth bass productivity
(see below). We recommend that In most multiple-use waters this 40% plant
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cover value be used as a target level of control. To that end, we provide
what will be termed a "best management practice" (BMP) stocking rate
estimate for both serial and batch strategies. The BMP stocking rates are
designed to reduce plant coverage to approximately 40% of the total
littoral surface area. We also provide stocking recommendations for the
"eradication" of all plants, although we caution against their use without
a clear understanding of possible implications for sport fish production
and alterations in water quality.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Methods and data tables necessary to calculate recommended stocking rates
using both serial and batch stocking scenarios are provided below. These
recommendations are for Illinois waters and assume the fish being stocked
are sterile triplold grass carp. The stocking tables and curves used have
been derived from extensive analyses and simulations using IHF3S. Because
these tables summarize large amounts of data, they are necessarily very
general In nature. By far the most accurate way to determine stocking rates
necessary to achieve a specified level of control in a given body of water
is to gather the necessary biological and physical data and to use those
data in IHF3S simulation analyses (see Chapter 3).
Serial Stocking
Suggested stocking rates for BMP serial stocking are given in Tables 1-3A
through 1-3E. Using these tables, one can estimate the stocking rates for
a specific body of water by the following procedure:
1. Determine the annual maximum area (hectares or acres) of vegetated
I ttoral zone:
A = (% cover * lake surface area)/100 (1)
2. Determine the area of the littoral zone (roughly the area < 2 m deep):
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cover value be used as a target level of control. To that end, we prov ide
what will be termed a "best management practice" (BMP) stocking rate
estimate for both serial and batch strategies. The BMP stocking rates are
designed to reduce plant coverage to approximately 40% of the total
littoral surface area. We also provide stocking recommendations for the
"eradication" of all plants, although we caution against their use without
a clear understanding of possible Implications for sport fish production
and alterations in water quality.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Methods and data tables necessary to calculate recommended stocking rates
using both serial and batch stocking scenarios are provided below. These
recommendations are for Illinois waters and assume the fish being stocked
are sterile triploid grass carp. The stocking tables and curves used have
been derived from extensive analyses and simulations using IHF3S. Because
these tables summarize large amounts of data, they are necessarily very
general in nature. By far the most accurate way to determine stocking rates
necessary to achieve a specified level of control In a given body of water
is to gather the necessary biological and physical data and to use those
data in IHF3S simulation analyses (see Chapter 3).
Serial Stocking
Suggested stocking rates for BMP serial stocking are-given in Tables 1-3A
through 1-3E. Using these tables, one can estimate the stocking rates for
a specific body of water by the following procedure:
1. Determine the annual maximum area (hectares or acres) of vegetated
zone:
A = (% cover * lake surface area)/100 (1)
2. Determine the area of the IIttoral zone (roughly the area < 2 m deep):
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L = (% area < 2 m * total lake area)/100 (2)
[Note: A must not be larger than L]
3. Calculate the "area correction factor" (ACF):
ACF = A/L (3)
[Note: ACF should never be > I; if ACF i 0.40, STOP, do NOT stock fish]
4. Find the appropriate table for the aquatic plant of interest and
locate the climatic region of Illinois In which the stocking will
occur. Read across the table to find the stocking rate per vegetated
area for each year, the years to stock, and the optimal stocking size.
5. The actual number of fish to be stocked Is then:
number of fish = stocking rate in table * A * ACF (4)
average Individual weight of fish
Make certain that all units are consistent, that is, either all metric
(hectares, kilograms, and grams) or English (acres and pounds). Table 1-4
provides approximate conversions from length (inches and mm) to weight
(pounds and grams) for both the triplold and diploid grass carp. Fish
should be stocked as close to the optimal size I isted as possible. Stocking
should be done In the spring (April) of the years listed with the entire
cycle repeated every 10 years.
Tables 1-5A through 1-5F provide serial stocking plans to achieve the
eradication of all aquatic macrophytes in a particular body of water.
These high rates of stocking should only be used with extreme care. The
procedure for using these tables is similar but slightly different than
that for the BMP tables:
1. Determine the annual maximum area (hectares or acres) of vegetated
IIttoral zone:
A= (% cover * total lake area)/100 (5)
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2. Find the appropriate table for the aquatic plant of Interest and
locate the climatic region of Illinois in which the stocking will
occur. Read across the table to find the stocking rate per vegetated
area for each year, the years to stock, and the optimal stocking size.
3. The actual number of fish to be stocked Is then given by:
number of fish = stocking rate In table * A (6)
average individual weight of fish
The two sets of serial stocking tables (Tables 1-3 and 1-5) given here
provide rates to achieve approximately 60% and 100% reduction in plant
cover. The area correction factor used in the BMP calculation adjusts the
stocking rates to give a target plant coverage of approximately 40%. If
some other percent cover target Is desired (l.e., other than 40% or 0%),
serial stocking rates should be determined using IHF3S simulations.
Batch Stocking
Stocking curves for a 10-year batch stocking program are given in Figs. 1-2
through 1-6. Each figure is a stocking curve for a particular plant
community In climatic region 11. Table 1-6 contains correction factors to
transfer stocking rates from the curves to all other regions in the state.
To estimate the number of fish to be stocked under a best management
practice scenario using a 10-year batch stocking strategy, use the
following procedure:
1. Determine the annual maximum area (hectares or acres) of vegetated
I ttoral zone:
A = (% cover * total lake area)/100 (7)
2. Determine the area of the littoral zone (roughly area < 2 m deep)
(Note: A must not be larger than L):
L = (% area < 2 m * total lake area)/100 (8)
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L = (% area < 2 m * total lake area)/100 (2)
3. Calculate the "area correction factor" (ACF):
ACF = L/A (3)
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occur. Read across the table to find the stocking rate per vegetated
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average individual weight of fish
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cycle repeated every 10 years.
Tables 1-5A through 1-5F provide serial stocking plans to achieve the
eradication of all aquatic macrophytes in a particular body of water.
These high rates of stocking should only be used with extreme care. The
procedure for using these tables is similar but slightly different than
that for the BMP tables:
1. Determine the annual maximum area (hectares or acres) of vegetated
I Ittoral zone:
A= (% cover * total lake area)/100 (5)
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2. Find the appropriate table for the aquatic plant of interest and
locate the climatic region of Illinois In which the stocking will
occur. Read across the table to find the stocking rate per vegetated
area for each year, the years to stock, and the optimal stocking size.
3. The actual number of fish to be stocked is then given by:
number of fish = stocking rate in table * A (6)
average individual weight of fish
The two sets of serial stocking tables (Tables 1-3 and 1-5) given here
provide rates to achieve approximately 60% and 100% reduction In plant
cover. The area correction factor used in the BMP calculation adjusts the
stocking rates to give a target plant coverage of approximately 40%. If
some other percent cover target is desired (1.e., other than 40% or 0%),
serial stocking rates should be determined using IHF3S simulations.
Batch Stocking
Stocking curves for a 10-year batch stocking program are given In Figs. 1-2
through 1-6. Each figure is a stocking curve for a particular plant
community in climatic region 11. Table 1-6 contains correction factors to
transfer stocking rates from the curves to all other regions In the state.
To estimate the number of fish to be stocked under a best management
practice scenario using a 10-year batch stocking strategy, use the
follow Ing procedure:
1. Determine the annual maximum area (hectares or acres) of vegetated
I Ittoral zone:
A = (% cover * total lake area)/100 (7)
2. Determine the area of the littoral zone (roughly area < 2 m deep)
(Note: L must not be larger than A):
L = (% area < 2 m * total lake area)/100 (8)
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Examples of batch stocking strategy
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3. Calculate target % reduction T as:
T = 100 - [(40 - L)/A] (9)
4. Find the appropriate curve and look up the stocking rate associated
with the target % reduction T and the size of fish available.
5. Adjust the stocking rate for the climatic region of interest by
multiplying the'correction factor found in Table 1-6.
6. The number of fish to be stocked is given by:
number of fsh = stocking rate corrected for region * A (10)
average Individual weight of fish
For maximum control using batch stocking (approaching eradication) omit
steps 2 and 3, and set T = 100; the rest of the procedure is the same.
These batch stocking rates will not give the target reduction each year but
will average T over the 10-year period. The actual distribution of the
plant control over that time period varies (see examples, p. 1-9). If
performance early in the period is critical, stocking curves relating
stocking density to average reduction during the first 4 years are
available In Appendix 1.
The batch BMP stocking calculation above provides stocking rates sufficient
to achieve a target of 40% plant cover. Batch stocking rates to achieve
other target coverages can be calculated In a similar manner by
substituting the desired percent coverage for the number "40" in Eq. 9 and
then following the remaining procedures outl ned above.
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Table 1-4. Length-weight relationship for grass carp
In II I nols.
Total length Weight Total length Weight
(Inches) (pounds) (mm) (g)
5.0
5.5
6.0
6.5
7.0
7.5
8.0
8.5
9.0
9.5
10.0
10.5
11.0
11.5
12.0
12.5
13.0
13.5
14.0
14.5
15.0
15.5
16.0
16.5
17.0
17.5
18.0
18.5
19.0
19.5
20.0
20.5
21.0
21.5
22.0
22.5
23.0
23.5
24.0
24.5
25.0
0.0389
0.0524
0.0688
0.8846
0.1100
0.1385
0.1695
0.2050
0.2452
0.2905
0.3411
0.3975
0.4599
0.5286
0.6040
0.6864
0.7761
0.8736
0.9790
1.0928
1.2152
1.3467
S.4876
1.6381
1.7988
1.9698
2.1516
2.3444
2.5487
2.7648
2.9931
3.2339
3.4875
3.7543
4.0347
4.3291
4.6377
4.9610
5.2993
5.6529
6.0223
127.0
139.7
152.4
165.1
177.8
190.5
203.2
215.9
228.6
241.3
254.0
266.7
279.4
292.1
304.8
317.5
330.2
342.9
355.6
368.3
381.0
393.7
406.4
419.1
431.8
444.5
457.2
469.9
482.6
495.3
508.0
520.7
533.4
546.1
558.8
571.5
584.2
596.9
609.6
622.3
635.0
17.7
23.8
31.3
40.2
50.7
63.0
77.1
93.2
111.5
132.0
155.1
180.7
209.0
240.3
274.5
312.0
352.8
397.1
445.0
496.7
552.4
612.1
676.2
744.6
817.6
895.4
978.0
1065.6
1158.5
1256.7
1360.5
1469.9
1585.2
1706.5
1834.0
1967.8
2108.0
2255.0
2408.8
2569.5
2737.4
---
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TEN-YEAR BATCH STOCKING CURVES
AND
CL IMAT IC REG I ON MUL T I PL IERS
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Figure 1-2. Stocking curves for Potamogeton pectlnatus/
Njas spp. In Region 11 using 10-year batch stocking
strategy. Simulations Included four sizes of triplold grass
carp: a = 50 g, b = 100 g, c = 200 g, and d = 400 g.
I I I I I
50 100 150 200 250 I 1350 40 SI I I450 500 550 60m
KG/VEGETATED HA STOCKED
Figure 1-3. Stocking curves for Elode canadensls in
Region 11 using 10-year batch stocking strategy. Simulations
included four sizes of triplold grass carp: a = 50 g, b = 100
g, c = 200 g, and d = 400 g.
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Figure 1-4. Stocking curves for Ceratophyl I um demersum
In Region 11 using 10-year batch stocking strategy. Simulations
Included four sizes of triplold grass carp: a = 50 g, b = 100
g, c = 200 g, and d = 400 g.
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Figure 1-5. Stocking curves for MyrlophylIlum spp. In
Region 11 using 10-year batch stocking strategy. Simulations
included four sizes of triplold grass carp: a = 50 g, b = 100
g, c = 200 g, and d = 400 g.
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Figure 1-6. Stocking curves for Potamoaeton crispus/
NaLas flex&lis In Region 11 using 10-year batch stocking
strategy. Simulations Included four sizes of triplold grass
carp: a = 50 g, b = 100 g, c = 200 g, and d = 400 g.
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Table 1-6. Regional multipl lers for use with batch stocking rates
to determine appropriate batch stocking rates for five macrophyte
assemblages In each cl Imatic region of IIIllnois. Multipllers are given
for two control scenarios, best management practice and eradication.
These calculations assume spring (April) stocking. If fall stocking Is
planned, rates for Potamogeton pect I natus/Naas spp., JElodea
canadensis, and P. crispus/N. flexllls must be multiplied by 1.5;
and rates for Ceratophy llum demersum and Myrlophyl lun spp. must be
multipl led by 2.0.
Potamogeton Potamogeton
oectinatus/ Elidea CeratonhyvI lur Mvr loophvIIum crlsus/Iaj
Region .Naas spp. canadensis demersum spp. fflex iL
Best Management Practice
1 1.17 1.07 1 .25 1.91 1.17
2 1.20 1.07 1.24 1.74 1.20
3 1.06 1.00 1.08 1.22 1.06
4 1.06 1.00 1.09 1.30 1.06
5 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.97 1.00
6 1.06 1.00 1.10 1.37 1.06
7 1.06 1.00 1.08 1.24 1.06
8 1.06 1.00 1.09 1.30 1.06
9 1.47 1.20 1.09 1.08 1.47
10 1.47 1.16 1.18 1.13 1.47
11 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
12 1.47 1.18 1.14 1.10 1.47
13 1.47 1.16 1.15 1.11 1.47
14 1.47 1.16 1.15 1.11 1.47
15 1.47 1.18 1.13 1.09 1.47
16 1.09 1.13 0.86 0.99 1.09
17 1.47 1.20 1.09 1.08 1.47
18 1.09 1.13 0.85 1.00 1.09
19 1.06 1.22 0.75 1.09 1.06
20 1.09 1.16 0.82 1.02 1.09
Eradication
1 1.02 0.90 1.46 1.59 1.02
2 1.04 0.97 1.34 1.45 1.04
3 1.09 1.39 0.89 0.91 1.09
4 1.08 1.34 0.93 0.96 1.08
5 1.00 1.01 0.98 0.98 1.00
6 1.07 1.31 0.97 1.00 1.07
7 1.09 1.38 0.90 0.92 1.09
8 1.08 1.34 0.94 0.96 ' 1.08
9 1.16 1.58 0.88 1.04 1.16
10 1.16 1.50 0.91 1.03 1.16
11 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
12 1.16 1.54 0.89 1.03 1.16
13 1.16 1.53 0.89 1.03 1.16
14 1.16 1.53 0.89 1.03 1.16
15 1.16 1.55 0.89 1.03 1.16
16 1.05 1.41 0.84 0.92 1.05
17 1.16 1.57 0.88 1.04 1.16
18 1.05 1.41 0.84 0.93 1.05
19 1.02 1.45 0.91 1.06 1.02
20 1.04 1.43 0.86 0.96 1.04
Chapter 2
DISCUSSION OF STOCKING SIMULATIONS
In this chapter we briefly discuss the computer simulations upon which the
stocking recommendations in this report were based. Over 1000 simulations
of serial and batch stockings were run using IHF3S, a stocking simulation
model developed at the Illinois Natural History Survey. Using computer
simulations, we examined the effects of a number of key variables on the
relationship between stocking density and amount of plant control achieved.
The principal variables of Interest Included: cl imatic region (see
Chapter 1), macrophyte community composition, and stocking strategy (batch
versus serial). Summaries of results are presented below, organized by
climatic region and by plant community.
CLIMATIC REGION 11
Potamogeton pectlnatus/Naas spp.
Three macrophyte species are Included in this community, Potamogeton
pectinatus, Naas fexills and Naas minor. Their similar seasonal
blomass phenologies and frequent co-habltation of Illinois ponds and lakes
provided the basis for combining them into a single macrophyte assemblage
in stocking simulation analyses. Naas spp. are among the most preferred
food Items of the carp and P. pectinatus is moderately palatab[e (Wiley and
Gorden 1984b).
Results of batch simulations of carp feeding on Potamogeton
pectlnatus/Najas spp. showed that reasonable control could be achieved with
low to moderate stocking rates. Batch stocking rates as low as 10
kg/vegetated ha yielded a 30-36% reduction In peak biomass over 10 years
and 25 kg/vegetated ha a 50-60% reduction (Table 2-1). Up to 6 years of
consecutive control of P. pectinatus/.NJa spp. was possible by stocking 25
kg/vegetated ha (Table 2-2). Small carp (50-100 g) were generally more
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effective In long-term control (10 years) than larger fish (200-400 g)
(Table 2-1).
In serial stocking simulations, Potamogeton pectinatus/ spp. generally
required the lowest stocking levels of any plant community (Table 2-3).
Over a 10-year period, the BMP scenario required 34 kg/vegetated ha In two
stockings. Furthermore, only 140 kg/vegetated ha was needed to eradicate
the macrophytes (Figs. 2-1 and 2-2). In the BMP scenario, carp stockings
produced a "pulsing effect" characterized by long-term but low-amplitude
oscillations of the plant populations. This pattern of alternating good
and poor periods of plant production was an interesting by-product of BMP
strategies In this and most other plant communities we examined. An
Interesting question arises as to whether or not this type of plant
management strategy could have positive effects on the size structure of
bass-sunflsh populations by forcing alternating periods of heavy
recruitment (dense plant populations) and high mortal Ity (low plant
levels). The result might be described as energetic "pumping" in which
prey species are first produced and then fed to predator populations.
Elodea canadensis
Elodea canadenss poses problems through overabundant growth primarily over
the northern and north-central portions of Illinois (including Region 11)
and success of chemical control varies from good to poor. EL canadensis Is
moderately palatable to the grass carp (Wiley et al. 1983, Wiley and Gorden
1984b, Chapter 2).
As with Potamogeton pectinatus/ laja spp., batch stocking simulations
resulted in better long-term control when smaller carp were used. A
long-term control level of 60% reduction (BMP scenario) was attained at the
100 kg/vegetated ha stocking level and 5 consecutive years of control was
achieved at a rate of 50 kg/vegetated ha (Tables 2-1 and 2-2). Relative to
L pect inatus/Na/Jas spp., Elodea required only sl Ightly higher batch
stocking rates to achieve equivalent control (Table 2-1,Fig. 2-3).
Using the serial stocking strategy, Elodea required 45 kg/vegetated ha (two
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stockings) for BMP and 155 kg/ha (three stockings) for eradication (Table
2-3, Figs. 2-4 and 2-5). Again, these stocking rates were only slightly
higher than those needed for equivalent control of P. pectinatus/Najas spp.
(Table 2-3).
Ceratoohy I um demersum
Ceratophy vlum demersum Is one of the most problematic aquatic plants In
IIllnois. It is troublesome over at least 67% of the state and is
controlled chemically with only fair success. Ceratophyllum Is one of the
plant species least preferred by grass carp (Wiley and Gorden 1984b,
Chapter 2).
In batch simulations, 5 or more years of consecutive control was achieved
at 50 kg/vegetated ha (Table 2-2). To achieve the 10-year average control
level of 60% used In our BMP scenario, a batch stocking rate of 100
kg/vegetated ha was requlred. This Is a rate twice that required for
Potamogeton crIspus/Naj.a. flexllls (Table 2-1). Using smaller fish
provided only a slight advantage in control at low stocking rates (Table
2-1). Paired data from batch simulations were used to compare control
requirements of P. pectlnatus/Na•as spp. with those of CeratophylI um
demersum (Fig. 2-6). At moderate control levels, a much higher stocking
rate of carp was needed to control L. demersum. Only at very high control
levels could similar stocking rates be used for these two macrophyte
assemblages.
Using serial stocking, BMP and eradication scenarios with Ceratophyllum
demersum required 80 kg/vegetated ha and 350 kg/vegetated ha, respectively
(Figs. 2-7 and 2-8, Table 2-3). These rates are twice those required for
either of the two previously discussed macrophyte assemblages.
Myr lophllum spp.
Myrlophvl urum spp. are also very troublesome plants In Illinois. They grow
and spread rapidly and are considered difficult to control with chemicals.
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And I Ike Ceratoophyllum demersum, these plants are relatively unpalatable to
grass carp (Wiley and Gorden 1984b, Chapter 2).
In batch simulations, larger carp achieved markedly better control with
Mvrlophvllum spp. than did small carp regardless of stocking rate. BMP
control levels were achieved at 100 kg/vegetated ha, but only with large
fish (Table 2-1). This reversal of the f sh size vs. achieved control
relationship was unique to Myrloohyllum spp. Larger carp (400 g) at 100
kg/vegetated ha were required to attain 5 or more consecutive years of
control. With small carp (50 g) the same control required twice that
amount (Table 2-2). A plot of paired control levels showed that
substantially higher stocking rates were needed to control Myrlophyllum
spp. than Potamoaeton pect natus/NaJas spp., particularly at moderate
control levels (Fig. 2-9).
Serial stocking rates of 110 and 340 kg/vegetated ha were required to
achieve BMP and eradication control levels, respectively. Those rates are
2.5 to more than 3 times the rates needed to achieve comparable control of
P. oecatnatus/Nalas spp. communities (Figs. 2-10 and 2-11, Table 2-3).
Potamogeton crispus/11J.a fl exI1is
Potamogeton crispus and Nalas flexll s frequently inhabit the INHS
experimental ponds used for field trials on this project. . grlspus is a
spring (cool water) perennial species and N fIexl1 Is is a summer annual
species. Peak blomass of the Important cohorts of each species coincides
with low blanass levels of the other producing a temporal segregation
resulting in frequent occurrence in aquatic systems of Illinois.
Results of batch simulations Indicated that very low stocking rates could
achieve moderate levels of control of this assemblage. As with Potamogeton
pectlnatus/Naas spp., smaller carp (50-100 g) achieved greater long-term
control at low to moderate stocking rates. At higher rates (100-500
kg/vegetated ha), similar control was achieved regardless of carp size
(Table 2-1). An average reduction in peak blomass of 60% (BMP level
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control) with batch stocking was achieved with 50 kg/vegetated ha. Two
consecutive years of control were achieved using as I ittle as 5
kg/vegetated ha of small carp; however 5 or more consecutive years of
control required 50 kg/vegetated ha, an amount twice that required for P.
pectlnatus/tNaJas spp. (Table 2-2). A comparison of .E crispus/LN
flexllis and E. pectinatus/Nalas spp. using paired batch control levels
showed that moderate control of the former required lower stocking rates
than PL pectinatus/LNaas spp., but reductions of 60% or more required
markedly higher stocking rates than for P. crlspus/N, flexllls (Fig. 2-12).
Using serial stocking strategies Potamogeton crispus/NaJlas flex I l
required only 9 kg/vegetated ha for BMP level control (Table 2-3, Fig.
2-13). The BMP control scenario for P. crisEus/N. flexL ls was the only
time that fewer carp (75% fewer) achieved better control than with E.L
pectinatus/.ajas spp. . crispus, as a cool water species, is available to
the carp for early spring feeding. This allows for added fish growth that
Is not possible In the absence of cool water species in Illinois. This
additional early season growth Is responsible for improved control in
subsequent years.
Conversely, Potamogeton cr.spus/Najas flexllIs required about 3.5 times the
stocking rate of EP pectinatus/Najas spp. for eradication (Table 2-3, Fig.
2-14). Early growth of spring species may also be a factor contributing to
the very high stocking rates necessary to eradicate this plant community.
Because P. crispus malntalns aboveground overwIntering biomass and growth
is initiated early In the spring, populations are well establlished when the
carp begin to feed. This 'head start' that the macrophytes have may make
peak blamass, which occurs at relatively low temperatures, difficult to
eradicate. In addition, P. crispus is only moderately preferred by the
carp, and the combination of relatively low temperatures and Inherently
sl o feeding rates make eradication even more diff cult.
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OTHER CLIMATIC REGIONS
Sets of serial stocking simulations of each plant population except
Potamoaeton crispus/NaJas flexllIs were run for Regions 1, 6, 15, and 19
(Table 2-3). Results of those simulations Indicated that different plant
assemblages had different patterns of response to climatic variation in
Il nois. P. pectInatus/Nalas spp. required similar stocking rates for
achievement of both control scenarios in all temperature regions, although
region 15 rates were slightly higher than the others (Table 2-3 , Figs.
2-15 through 2-22). Eodea canadensis required rates most similar to .E
pectinatus/Na•as spp. In all regions. However, with .L canadensls there
was a trend toward increased rates In warmer climatic regions (Table 2-3,
Figs. 2-23 through 2-30).
Ceratophy lum demersum routinely required at least twice as many carp as
Potamogeton Dectinatus/Najas spp. for BMP control and up to 3.5 times as
many carp were needed for eradication of n. demersum. Cooler climatic
regions required increased stocking rates for control of _. demersum;
region 1 requiring as much as 80% more fish than other regions (Table 2-3,
Figs. 2-31 through 2-38). IMrlophyllum spp. required the highest stocking
rates of all the macrophyte communities (Table 2-3, Figs. 2-39 through
2-46). Often three times, and in some instances as many as five times, as
many carp were needed for equivalent control of Mvrlophyllum spp. as for E.
pectInatus/ajas spp. As temperature decreased, Increased stocking rates
were needed for BMP control and eradication of MyrlophvyllIu spp., a trend
similar to that seen with Q. demersum.
Serial stocking rates from simulations in the five climatic regions were
analyzed with the mean regional growing season temperature to develop a
relationship between climatic variation and stocking rate (Table 2-4).
This analysis provided the basis for extrapolation of BMP and eradication
stocking rates in those five regions to all other climatic regions of the
state. The climatic regions were clustered into 5 groups according to
their mean growing season temperature and stocking rate for each region
within the group was estimated based on the simulated region stocking rate.
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Stocking rates in kg/vegetated ha and Ib/vegetated acre for BMP and
eradication In each temperature region are given in Tables 1-3A through
1-3E and 1-5A through 1-5E.
Once establ Ished, the stocking rate In each cl Imatic region was then
compared with the rate In Region 11. The resulting regional relationship
(multipl er) has been used in our stocking recommendations to determine the
appropriate batch stocking rate for each macrophyte assemblage In all
climatic regions outside region 11 (Table 1-6, Figs. 1-2 through 1-6)
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Potamogeton pectinatus/
Nalas spp.
Elodea canadensis
Ceratophyl um demersum
Myr ltophylum spp.
Potamogeton crLspus/
Nalas flexUlls
5
10
25
50
100
200
500
5
10
25
50
100
200
500
5
10
25
50
100
200
500
5
10
25
50
100
200
500
5
10
25
50
100
200
500
20
36
60
53
65
73
78
17
30
51
58
61
70
77
3
7
47
60
68
75
86
0
0
1
2
6
19
64
32
42
50
66
73
76
69
17
30
54
57
64
76
79
11
20
46
54
60
66
76
2
5
27
58
67
75
88
0
1
4
11
48
68
79
27
32
48
58
68
71
78
9
22
47
61
67
70
75
6
17
34
49
57
65
72
1
4
14
55
66
71
83
0
1
5
17
61
76
87
19
33
47
52
61
69
80
10
21
42
61
65
69
74
5
13
28
46
55
64
71
1
4
14
56
66
71
82
1
2
7
23
67
79
87
12
29
32
41
52
69
79
Table 2-1. Simulated long-term (10-year) control of five macrophyte
communities by triplold grass carp using a batch stocking strategy.
Control Is expressed as percent reduction in peak biomass.
Control (%)
Fish size at stocking (g)
Stocking rate
Macrophyte (kg/vegetated ha) 50 100 200 400
--
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Table 2-2. Simulated years of consecutive control (greater than 80%
reduction in peak bicmass) achieved by batch stocking of triploid grass
carp In climatic Region 11. Simulation results for five macrophyte
assemblages are presented.
Consecutive years of control
Fish size at stocking (g)
Stocking rate
Macrophyte (kg/vegetated ha) 50 100 200 400
Potamofeton pectInatus/
Na[as spp.
E.Odae canadensis
CeratophylIum demersum
Myrlophyllum spp.
Potamogeton cr spus/
Najas flexI Is
5
10
25
50
100
200
500
5
10
25
50
100
200
500
5
10
25
50
100
200
500
5
10
25
50
100
200
500
5
10
25
50
100
200
500
0
1
6
6
6
7
8
0
4
5
6
8
4
6
7
8
9
0
0
0
5
2
4
7
5
0
0
5
5
6
8
8
0
0
1
5
5
6
8
0
0
0
6
7
8
10
0
0
0
0
3
6
7
1
2
3
5
6
7
7
0
0
4
6
7
7
8
0
0
1
3
5
6
7
0
0
0
5
7
7
9
0
0
0
0
4
7
8
0
1
2
4
5
6
7
0
0
2
6
6
7
8
0
0
0
1
5
5
7
0
0
0
5
7
7
9
0
0
0
0
6
7
8
0
1
2
3
4
6
7
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Table 2-4. Mean growing season temperature
In 20 climatic regions designated by the Illinois
State Water Survey.
Cl matlc region
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
Mean temperature (°C)
19.45
19.75
20.89
20.65
21.35
20.48
20.84
20.64
22.43
21.80
21.22
22.05
21.98
21.98
22.15
22.72
22.37
22.77
23.48
23.00
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Fig. 2-3. Control at equivalent stocking rates (as percent
reduction In peak bianass) for Potamogeton pectlnatus/N•a spp. andElode canadensl. The I Ine represents equal control in the two
macrophyte assemblages.
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FIg. 2-6. Control at equivalent stocking rates (as percent
reduction In peak blomass) for Potamoaeton pectInatus/NaJas spp. and
Ceratophyllum demersum. The I ine represents equal control In the two
macrophyte assemblages.
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Fig. 2-3. Control at equivalent stocking rates (as percent
reduction In peak bianass) for Potamogeton pectinatus/Naas spp. andEldea canadensls. The I ne represents equal control In the two
macrophyte assemblages.
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Fig. 2-6. Control at equivalent stocking rates (as percent
reduction in peak blanass) for Potamogeton pectInatus/Ngaas spp. and
CeratoQhyllum demersum. The I ine represents equal control In the two
macrophyte assemblages.
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Fig. 2-9. Control at equivalent stocking rates (as percent
reduction In peak blomass) for Potamogeton pectInatus/Najas spp. and
Myr lophyllum spp. The I Ine represents equal control in the two
macrophyte assemblages.
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Fig. 2-12. Control at equivalent stocking rates (as percent
reduction In peak blcmass) for Potamogeton pectinatus/Najas spp. and
Potamogeton crI spus/Najas flexil Is. The I ne represents equal control
in the two macrophyte assemblages.
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I HF 3 S S IMULAT IONS US I NG
SERIAL STOCK I NG STRATEGY IN REGION 1 1
Simulated levels (g dry weight m- 2 ) of all fIve macrophyte
assembl ages are presented for both the best management
practice (BMP) and eradication scenarios.
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A
2-18
YEARS AFTER STOCKING
FIg. 2-1. BMP control of Potamogeton pectlnatus/hNjas spp. In
Region 11.
SAGO-NAJAS SPP. BIOMASS (G/M2)
TRIPLOIOS/ REGION11
TOTAL STOCKED-140KG/HEC
REDUCTION IN PEAK. YR # SIZE
10YR AVE-79 0 100 50
4 YR AVE-67 6 25 200
8 20 200
YEARS AFTER STOCKING
Fig. 2-2. EradIcation of Potamogeton pect Inatus/la-Ls spp. In
Region 11.
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2-~9
YEARS AFTER STOCKING
Fig. 2-4. BMP control of Elodea canadensis In Region 11.
585
520
455
390
325
260
195
130
65
0
ELOOEA BIOMASS (G/M2)
TRIPLOIOS/ RECION11
TOTAL STOCKED-155KG/HEC
. REDUCTION IN PEAKs YR # SIZE
10YR AVE-78 0 150 50
4 YR AVE-68 6 25 200
7 15 200
-4
0 1 2 3 4 5 5 /
YEARS AFTER STOCKING
Fig. 2-5. Eradication of £ fldea canandnsis In Region 11.
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CERATOPHYLLUM BIOMASS CG/M2)
TRIPLOIOS/ REGION11
TOTAL STOCKED-8OKG/HEC
REDUCTION IN PEAK.
10YR AVE-58
4 YR AVE--32
YR # SIZE
0 20 200
7 20 200
0 0 0
YEARS AFTER STOCKING
BMP control of Ceratophy llum demersum In Region 11.
CERATOPHYLLUM BIOMASS (G/M2>
TRIPLOIDS/ REGION11
TOTAL STOCKEO-350KG/HEC
YR # SIZE
0 45 200
8 130 200
O 0 0
REOUCTION IN PEAKs
10YR AVE-77
4 YR AVE-66
1 2 3 4 5
YEARS AFTER STOCKING
Eradication of Ceratophvllum demersum In Region 11.
Fig. 2-7.
Fig. 2-8.
MYRIOPHYLLUM BIOMASS CG/M2)
TRIPLOIDS/ REGION11
TOTAL STOCKED-1 IOKG/HEC
REDUCTION IN PEAK.
IOYR AVE-SO
4 YR AVE-42
YR
0
7
0
# SIZE
45 200
10 200
0 0
YEARS AFTER STOCKING
Fig. 2-10. BMP control of MvrlophylI um spp. In Region 11.
MYRIOPHYLLUM BIOMASS CG/M2)
TRIPLOIDS/ REGION11
TOTAL STOCKED-340KG/HEC
REDUCTION IN PEAKs
10YR AVE-83
4 YR AVE-68
YR
0
8
O
# SIZE
85 200
85 200
0 0
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
YEARS AFTER STOCKING
Fig. 2-11. Eradication of Myrlophyllum spp. In Region 11.
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P.CRISP-N. FLEX BIOMASS (G/M2)
TRIPLOIOS/ REGION 1
TOTAL STOCKEO-9KG/HEC
REDUCTION IN PEAKs
10YR AVE-61
4 YR AVE-64
YR
0
5
10
S
SIZE
50
50
45
8 9
YEARS AFTER STOCKING
Fig. 2-13. BMP control of Potamogeton
Region 11.
45
P. CRISP-N. FLEX BIOMASS CG/M2)
TRIPLOIOS/ REGION 1
TOTAL STOCKEO-495KG/HEC
REDUCTION IN PEAK.
10YR AVE-82
4 YR AVE-71
YR # SIZE
0 250 50
8 105 200
9 80 200
YEARS AFTER STOCKING
Fig. 2-14. Eradication of Potamogeton crI sus/Naa f LexIU IIn
Region 11.
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I HF3S S IMULAT IONS US I NG A
SER IAL STOCK ING STRATEGY IN
REG IONS 1, 6, 1 5, AND 19
Simulated levels (g dry weight m- 2 ) of all five macrophyte
assemblages are presented for both the best management
practice (BMP) and eradication scenarios.
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TOTAL STOCKED-4OKG/HEC
REDUCTION IN PEAKs YR # SIZE
10YR AVE-59 O 10 200
4 YR AVE-40 5 10 200
0 0 0
YEARS AFTER STOCKING
Fig. 2-15. BMP control of Potamogeton pectInatus/NaJas spp. In
Region 1.
YEARS AFTER STOCKING
Fig. 2-16. Eradication of Potamogeton pectInatus/Nj•as spp. in
Region 1.
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Fig. 2-17. BMP control of Potamogeton pectlnatus/NaJas spp. In
Region 6.
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Fig. 2-18. Eradication of Potamogeton pectlnatusl/Eas spp. In
Region 6.
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FIg. 2-19. BMP control of Potamogeton pectlnatus/Nalas spp. In
Region 15.
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Fig. 2-20. EradicatIon of Potamogeton pectInatus/NaJas spp. In
Region 15.
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YEARS AFTER STOCKING
Fig. 2-21. BMP control of Potamogeton pectlnatus/Najas spp. In
Region 19.
YEARS AFTER STOCKING
Fig. 2-22. Eradication of Potamogeton pectlnatus/NaJas spp. In
Region 19.
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Fig. 2-23. BMP control of El dea canadensis In Region 1.
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Fig. 2-24. Eradication of Elodea canadensls in Region 1.
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TRIPLOIOS/ REGIONS
TOTAL STOCKED-45KG/HEC
REDUCTION IN PEAKs YR # SIZE
O1YR AVE-59 0 30 50
4 YR AVE-50 5 15 200
0 0 0
YEARS AFTER STOCKING
Fig. 2-25. BMP control of Eodea canadensis In Region 6.
ELODEA BIOMASS (G/M2)
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TOTAL STOCKED-203KG/HEC
REDUCTION IN PEAKs YR # SIZE
10YR AVE-78 O 85 50
4 YR AVE-87 6 45 200
7 35 200
YEARS AFTER STOCKING
Fig. 2-26. Eradication of Elodea canadensls in Region 6.
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REDUCTION IN PEAKs YR # SIZE
10YR AVE-60 0 25 50
4 YR AVE-55 5 20 200
0 0 0
YEARS AFTER STOCKING
Fig. 2-27. BMP control of ELodLa canadensis In Region 15.
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2-28. Eradication of Elodea canadensis In Region 15.
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Fig. 2-29. BMP control of Elodea canadensls in Region 19.
YEARS AFTER STOCKING
Fig. 2-30. Eradication of .Eldea canadensls in Region 19.
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CERATOPHYLLUM BIOMASS (G/M2)
TRIPLOIOS/ REGION1
TOTAL STOCKEO-100KG/HEC
REDUCTION IN PEAK. YR # SIZE
10YR AVE-60 0 50 200
4 YR AVE-49 0 0 0
0 0 0
Fig. 2-31.
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BMP control of Ceratophyl lur demersum in Region 1.
CERATOPHYLLUM BIOMASS <G/M2)
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X REDUCTION IN PEAK. YR # SIZE
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Fig. 2-32. Eradication of Cfratophy.um demerPsum In Region 
1.
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CERATOPHYLLUM BIOMASS (G/M2)
TRIPLOIDS/ REGIONS
TOTAL STOCKED-BKG/HEC
REDUCTION IN PEAK. YR # SIZE
10YR AVE-59 0 22 200
4 YR AVE-35 7 22 200
0 0 0
YEARS AFTER STOCKING
Fig. 2-33. BMP control of CeratophyllI um demersum In Region 6.
CERATOPHYLLUM BIOMASS CG/M2)
TRIPLOIOS/ REGIONS
TOTAL STOCKEO-340KG/HEC
REDUCTION IN PEAK. YR # SIZE
10YR AVE-77 0 45 200
4 YR AVE-66 8 125 200
0 0 0
YEARS AFTER STOCKING
Fig. 2-34. Eradication of Ceratophyllum demersum In Region 6.
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BMP control of Ceratophyllum demersum In Region 15.
CERATOPHYLLUM BIOMASS (G/M2)
TRIPLOIDS/ REGION15
TOTAL STOCKEO-31OKG/HEC
REDUCTION IN PEAKs YR # SIZE
10YR AVE-77 0 45 200
4 YR AVE-67 7 110 200
0 0 0
YEARS AFTER STOCKING
Fig. 2-36. Eradication of Ceratophyll um demersu In Region 15.
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CERATOPHYLLUM BIOMASS (G/M2)
TRIPLOIDS/ REG ION1
TOTAL STOCKED-6OKG/HEC
REDUCTION IN PEAK. YR # SIZE
10YR AVE-SB 0 15 200
4 YR AVE-48 7 15 200
0 0 0
YEARS AFTER STOCKING
Fig. 2-37. BMP control of Ceratophy I lum demersum In Region 19.
CERATOPHYLLUM BIOMASS (G/M2>
TRIPLOIOS/ REGION19
TOTAL STOCKED-320KG/HEC
REDUCTION IN PEAKi YR # SIZE
10YR AVE-76 0 50 200
4 YR AVE-67 7 70 200
8 40 200
YEARS AFTER STOCKING
Fig. 2-38. Eradication of Ceratophyl lur demersum In Region 19.
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TOTAL STOCKEO-210KG/HEC
REDUCTION IN PEAKs YR # SIZE
10YR AVE-59 0 65 200
4 YR AVE-41 7 40 200
0 O 0
YEARS AFTER STOCKING
Fig. 2-39. BMP control of Myrlophyllum spp. In Region 1.
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Fig. 2-40. Eradication of Myclophyvllum spp. In Region 1.
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TOTAL STOCKEO-15OKG/HEC
REDUCTION IN PEAK. YR # SIZE
10YR AVE-61 0 40 200
4 YR AVE-36 7 35 200
O 0 0
YEARS AFTER STOCKING
Fig. 2-41. BMP control of Myrlophyl lum spp. In Region 6.
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YEARS AFTER STOCKING
Fig. 2-42. Eradication of Myrloohyllum spp. In Region 6.
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YEARS AFTER STOCKING
Fig. 2-43. BMP control of Myrlophyllum spp. In Region 15.
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Fig. 2-44. Eradication of MyriophyIlul spp. In Region 15.
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Fig. 2-45. BMP control of Myrlophy llum spp. In Region 19.
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Fig. 2-46. Eradication of Myrlophyllum spp. In Region 19.
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Chapter 3
DESCRIPTION OF THE ILLINOIS HERBIVOROUS
FISH STOCKING SIMULATION MODEL
OVERVIEW
The Illinois Herbivorous Fish Stocking Simulation System (IHF3S), used as
the basis for our stocking recommendations, was developed during the last
two segments of F-37-R. It has served as the ultimate Integrator of our
laboratory and field studies. Four distinct components comprise the IHF3S
sy stem:
(1) A bloenergetic growth model for the carp. Its primary function is to
keep track of average daily consumption, growth, and size for each of
the (up to three) separate stocking groups currently active in the
simulation.
(2) A carp mortalIty model. This routine calculates fish mortality In each
stocking group as a function of age, density, food supply, and water
temperature, and It keeps track of the total number of active fish In
each group.
(3) A macrophyte production model. The plant submodel simulates the growth
and natural mortality of annual and/or perennial macrophyte species (or
assemblages) and calculates various statistics relating to the
performance of herbivorous carp during a particular model run.
(4) A regional temperature data base. The temperature data base provides
the seasonal temperature regimes that drive the main submodels. Weekly
mean temperatures are provided In a series of ASCII text files for each
of 20 climatic regions In Illinois; these can be loaded by the user In
any order to provide a comparison of stocking strategies under
different cl Imatic assumptions.
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Each of the main system components interact under the control of, and with
the user, by means of a set of subroutines referred to here as the "user
interface" (see Model Implementation, this chapter). In this section we
will briefly describe the basic relationships and equations incorporated
Into each of submodels as well as provide a short Justification for our
formulations and assumptions.
1. BloeneraetIc Growth Submodel
This submodel calculates daily growth, average consumption, and average
size for each of the stocking groups currently active In the simulation. A
stocking group Is a group of carp stocked on a particular simulation day,
and it is treated as a unit throughout the simulation. Each stocking group
is defined in terms of three properties: (a) Its date of stocking; (b) the
number of fish stocked; and (c) and their average size at stocking. Once
a stocking group is activated by a routine which checks continuously for
the occurrence of a operator-specified stocking date, the submodel
calculates average values of growth, consumption, and size for the group at
each time-step and makes them available to the other submodels In IHF3S.
Following the balanced energy equation the model estimates the growth of
stocked fish as:
GROWTH = INGESTION - EXCRETION - RESPIRATION (1)
A. Ingestion (units = g ingested/g weight * day) Is estimated from body
size, temperature, plant species being eaten, and ploidy. Specifically,
when food is not in short supply and fish are less than 15 kg, Ingestion is
estimated as:
1= BWPD * SIZE * TC * PC * PLOIDY * FOOD CALORIC CONTENT (3)
where (a) BWPD is the average proportion of body weight per day consumed by
diploid grass carp at 20 C feeding on Potamogeton crispus;
(b) SIZE is fresh weight of the fish In grams;
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(c) TC Is a scaler from 0.0 to 1.0 representing the effect of
temperature on Ingestion rate (Wiley and Gorden 1984b) (Fig. 3-1)
and is given by:
TC = 1/0.36778 * (In temp * 0.52 + 1.1853) (3)
(f) PC is a correction factor which adjusts the consumption to
reflect relative feeding rate differences for different plant
species relative to Potamogeton crispus (Table 3-1).
(e) PLOIDY is 0.81 for hybrids, 0.91 for triploids, and 1.0 for
diplold grass carp;
and (f) FOOD CALORIC CONTENT Is 500 for fish less than 30 g, 1,000 for
fish from 31 to 100 g, and is equal to the caloric content of
the plant being eaten for fish exceeding 100 g in weight (Table
3-1);
BWPD is based on laboratory studies (Wiley and Gorden 1984b) and is set at
0.42 for fish less than 15 kg in size. This value Is the average
consumption rate at 200C for Potamogeton crispus, the species we worked
with most frequently In the laboratory and field (Table 3-1). PC then
corrects BWPD for each plant species, TC corrects for temperature, and
PLOIDY corrects for the ploidy of the fish.
Despite commonly encountered wisdom to the contrary, there Is very little
data to support the Idea that consumption rate rapidly declines with body
size in herbivorous carp. Our own work Is the most rigorous available for
the size range of 50-2500 g and shows little indication of a decline in
consumption (Fig. 3-2). Studies with very large fish are virtually
nonexistent. Chapman and Coffey (1971) reported a 50% reduction In
consumption in penned individuals between the sizes of 313 g and 10.2 kg,
and Shireman and Maceina (1980) estimated that 6+ kg fish ate only 26-28%
of their body weight per day of Hydrllla in a Florida lake (measured rates
for smaller fish feeding on hydrllla usually approach or exceed 100%).
However, In the former study measurements were made lo. situ under
conditions which raise doubts about the feasibility of obtaining accurate
results; In the later study, consumption was not directly measured nor were
Influences of other confounding factors controlled. As a result, the best
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Table 3-1. Fresh to dry weight ratios and caloric values (cal/g) of
aquatic macrophytes (Wiley and Gorden 1984b, Chapters 1 and 2). Percent
body weight per day (BWPD) is given at 200 C and for 500 g triploid grass
carp.
Cal/g wet Cal/g dry Fresh to dry %
Species Rank weight weight weight ratio BWPD
Njas flexil Is 1 517 3,390 0.16 51
Naas minor 2 328 3,640 0.10 47
Potamogeton fol Iosus 3 467 3,010 0.15 NA
Chara spp. 3 509 1,853 0.18 45
Elodea canadensls 4 430 2,208 0.24 52
Potamogeton pectinatus 5 658 3,603 0.09 37
PotamoQeton crlsDus 6 304 3,774 0.10 42
Myriophyllum spp. 7 813 3,980 0.20 27
Ceratophyvlum demersum 8 446 3,578 0.10 12
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that can be said Is that there is some Indication of a decl ine in
consumption, but the data are insufficient to really describe the
relationship between consumption and size with any accuracy. This being
the case, we chose to make the simplest assumption we could about
consumption and have treated It as a constant 42% of body weight (corrected
to 200 C and e. crispus) for fish up to to 15 kg, reducing It to 21% of body
weight for fish larger than 15 kg. Although obviously this cannot be very
realistic, the error involved in this procedure will likely be no more
biased than that from any more complicated but unfounded relationship we
could assume.
Temperature, ploidy, and preference corrections were empirically derived
from laboratory studies described In detail In Part II of this series of
reports (Wiley and Gorden 1984b). The caloric content of the Ingested
material is set in the model using three size-related thresholds. For fish
less than 30 g we assumed that they would be essentially Invertivorous and,
therefore, the caloric value of the food should be in the range of those
typical of aquatic Insect larvae and large zooplanktors. Fish weighing
30-100 g were considered to be In a transition stage, feeding on both plant
and animal materials (Fisher and Lyakhnovich 1973; Shireman and Smith 1984;
Wlley, unpublished data), and the caloric content of their food Is set to a
value Intermediate between typical plant foods and animal tissues. When
reaching 100 g, we assumed that the fish would be entirely herbivorous and
the caloric content Is simply the caloric content of the particular species
of plant being Ingested.
In situations In which the simulated plant biomass Is too low to provide
the estimated ration for a stocking group, the ingestion portion of the
growth model compensates in two different ways depending on the level to
which the plants are depleted. If there is some plant biomass available,
the ingestion routine allocates all that Is available equally between all
current members of the stocking group. At each time-step, food Is
allocated to each active stocking group sequentially. The effect of this
3-8
routine is to provide a partial daily ration and at the same time to reduce
the plant population to zero ± the net plant growth for that time-step.
When the plant population Is zero, Ingestion Is set to 5% of the estimated
ingestion (Eq. 2). This caloric subsidy to the starving fish is an attempt
to simulate the behavioral response of grass carp foraging In
macrophyte-depleted environments, which we have observed repeatedly in the
field and in the laboratory. In the absence of plants, these fish turn to
copraphagy and to "mud-eating," presumably In an attempt to use whatever
available organic carbon they can find. As a result of this reversion to a
omnivorous diet, grass carp can remain in surprisingly good condition for a
month or more in ponds that have been completely stripped of vegetation.
B. Excretion (units = cals/g fresh weight * day) is modelled as:
E = (1 - ASSIMILATION * k1) * k2 * INGESTION (4)
where (a) ASSIMILATION = 0.054 * TEMP 1 .34 * SIZE- 0 . 4 3 6 ;
(b) k1 Is a variable which is normally equal to 1, but is set to
k1 = 1 + (0.2 + 0.2 * (received ration/desired ration)) (5)
when only partial daily rations are available; received ration
is the ration corrected for availability (see above), desired
ration Is the ration as calculated by Eq. 2.
(c) k2 is a coefficient (=0.97) used to calibrate the assimilation
equation;
and (d) INGESTION is as estimated using Eq. 2 above and corrected for
food avallabil Ity.
Excretion here Is taken to Include fecal loss + urine loss + all other
non-fecal losses. The assimilation equation was derived empirically from
energy balance experiments described In Part II (Wiley et al. 1984b) and is
adjusted by k2, the value of which was determined during the model
cal ibration procedure (see below). Assimilation efficiency decl ines with
increasing size (Fig. 3-3) and increases with increasing temperature (Fig.
3-4). Although it is likely that assimilation efficiency also varies with
3-9
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the type of plant being eaten, there was so I Ittle data available that we
Ignored this source of variation.
k1 provides a means of Implementing a " k-llne" type relationship between
ration size and growth efficiency (Paloheimo and Dickle 1966). When the
carp receive lower than average rations (as estimated by Eq. 2),
assimilation efficiency increases linearly with decreasing ration size. We
used a maximum Increase in efficiency of 20%, which seems reasonable given
the types of ranges observed In other kinds of fish. However, no k-line
relationships have ever been constructed for these herbivores and so this
value might be in error.
C. Resairation (units = cals/g fresh weight * day) Is modelled as:
R = (STANDARD METABOLISM * ACTIVITY FACTOR * TEMP CORRECTION) + SDA (6)
where (a) STANDARD METABOLISM at 200 C is given by:
Q02= 0.26 * temp0 .6 4 5  (7)
(b) ACTIVITY FACTOR is a multipl ler between 1 and 2 scaled I Inearly
to TC (see below).
(c) TEMP CORRECTION = 1/(exp(- 0.08868 + 1.8058 TEMP))
and (d) SDA is specific dynamic action and Is given by:
SDA = 0.06 * INGESTION (8)
Standard metabolIsm estimates are based on extensive laboratory data
(Wiley et at. 1984b) and are corrected for body size and temperature (Fig.
3-5). The standard metabolism Is then Incremented by an activity multiplier
up to a maximum of twice the basal rate. The multipl ler was scaled by TC,
which is the relative consumption rate with respect to temperature. Thus
the basal metabolism is scaled up according to expected feeding activity.
SDA costs are then estimated as 6% of the Ingested calories and added to
the active metabolism. We have used a value approximately 40% lower than
average SDA's reported for Insectlvores (Brett and Groves 1979). This
reduction was based upon the carbohydrate and protein composition of
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plant material and the relative metabolic costs of processing protein and
carbohydrate In vertebrates (Consolazio et al. 1963).
The bloenergetic submodel integrates each of these three rates (Ingestion,
excretion, and respiration) for each group of fish stocked on a given date
and tracks the growth and average size of the group throughout the
simulation or until the mortality model Indicates all of the fish initially
stocked In the group are dead.
2. Mortal Ity Submodel
The mortal Ity submodel estimates the number of fish remaining in each of
the active stocking groups at each time-step. Since all recruitment is via
stocking, the model must only be concerned with various sources of
mortality. All mortality is modelled as an exponential function of
population size. The total mortal ity rate for each stocking group is
calculated as:
M = PREDATION MORTALITY + STARVATION MORTAL ITY + WINTER MORTAL ITY (9)
A. Predatlon mortality (units = number/day) Is modelled as:
M(size) = MORTCOEF(age) * N(j) * (1 - WINTER) (10)
where (a) MORTCOEF(age) Is calculated for fish < 300 g as:
MORTCOEF(age) = 0.4645 * 0.00714 In(WEIGHT) (11)
and for fish > 300 g Is set by age (Table 3-2);
(b) N(J) is the number of fish remaining in stocking group J
and (c) WINTER Is a flag = 1 for water temperatures <8°C
and = 0 for temperatures >8°C
Size- and age-related mortality coefficients provide the basic mortality
schedule for the model and represent both predation and age-related
probabilities of death. For fish <300 g, mortali ty estimates are based
upon survivorship observed In a series of 20 experimental stockings from
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1982 through 1984 (Wlley et al. 1984b). As might be expected, mortal ity
rates declined exponentially with increasing size (Fig. 3-6), presumably
because the grass carp became less and less vulnerable to largemouth bass.
Mortality in ponds stocked with larger fish was usually very low (Table
3-3), although the oldest fish we worked with were 5-year ol ds. Mortality
in older fish could only be estimated. Catch records from native waters
(Gorbach 1961) provided some guidance but this clearly is an area of the
model which presently can be implemented only by using an "educated guess."
A source of mortality that logically belongs in this particular mortal ty
component, but which we have not implemented, Is fishing mortality.
Experiences in other countries suggest that grass carp can become the
target of a growing sport fishery (Buckley and Stott 1977, Sutton et al.
1977, Terrell and Fox 1979). Indeed, our own experience has been that
grass carp in ponds with little or no macrophyte cover will strike at
artificial lures. But the amount of data available on gear vulnerability
and catch rates Is so limited as to make any attempt to model this loss
Impractical.
B. Starvation mortalIty (units = number/day) Is modelled as:
M(starv)= HUNGER * MORTOOEF(starv) * N(J)
where (a) HUNGER = 0 if available food > daily ration (Eq. 2)
otherwise, HUNGER = 1 - (available ration/daily ration)
(b) MORTCOEF(starv) = 0.00547/day
and (c) N(J) Is the number of fish remaining in stocking group J.
Starvation mortality losses are a critical component in estimating the
control potential of a particular stocking regime. Because these fish are
being used to destroy their own food supply, they will routinely face the
prospect of starvation. The rate at which they die under no or low food
conditions will directly affect the length of time a single stocking can be
expected to control a plant population. Unfortunately, there Is little or
no data directly bearing on this question. We have modelled starvation
mortality as an exponential loss in which the rate coefficient is a linear
A 3-6
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( AQUATIC MACROPHYTE PRODUCTION SUBMODEL )
( -IHF3S.NHS
S---------------- - -- ---------- ----AUXILLARY EQUATIONS)( ---------------------------------------------------------
( AUXILLARY EQUATIONS)
: SETDDAY TEMP F@ ZERO F> IF ELSE
STEP F* DEGDAY F@ F+ DEGDAY F!
THEN ;
: GROWFIX
GRFX
1000
DAY F@ FIXS 250 > IF
F@ PGR1 F! ELSE 47 FLTS
FLTS F/ PGR1 F! THEN ;
( calculates current degree-day)
( adjusts growthrate of fall cohort)
( RATE EQUATIONS )
: PG1 PLANT1 F@ PCC1 F@ F/ PGR1 F@ F*
PGR1 F@ FSWAP F- PLANT1 F@ F*
P.GRO1 F! ;
: PG2 PLANT2 F@ NFC1 F@ F/ PGR2 FQ F*
PGR2 F@ FSWAP F- PLANT2 F@ F*
P.GR02 Ft ;
: PGBOUND1 WTEM F@ FIXS 10 ( IF ZERO
P.GR01 F! THEN ;
: PGBOUND2 WTEM F@ FIXS 20 ( IF
ZERO P.GR02 F! THEN ;
( growth rate for plantl )
( growth rate for piant2 )
( low temp check for plantl)
( low temp check for plant2)
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: PM1 DEGDAY F@ MB21 F@ F*
SIN MBi1 F@ F* MB01 F@ F+
PLANT1 F@ F.
P.MORT1 F! ;
: PM2 DEGDAY F@ MB12 F@ F^ MB02 F@
F* PLANT2 F@ F* P.MORT2 F! ;
: PMBOUNDS1 DEGDAY F@ FIXS 800 < IF
ZERO P.MORT1 F! ELSE DEGDAY F@ FIXS
3500 > IF
ZERO P.MORT1 F! THEN THEN ;
( plantl mortality rate )
( plant2 mortality rate )
( temp check for plantl mortality)
: PMBOUNDS2 DEGDAY
ZERO P.MORT2 F! ELSE
10000 > IF ZERO
THEN THEN ;
F@ FIXS 800 < IF
DEGDAY F@ FIXS
P.MORT2 F!
( temp check for plant2 mortality)
:PRATE PG1 PMI PMBOUNDS1 PGBOUND1 PG2
PM2 PMBOUNDS2 PGBOUND2 ;
( STATE EQUATIONS )
FVAR CONWTT 0
: TOTALCONSUMP ZERO CONWTT F!
#GRPS @ 1 DO
I CONWT F@ I FNUM F@ F* CONWTT F@
F+ CONWTT F! LOOP ;
:P.STATE1 P.GRO1 F@ P.MORT1 F@
F- CONWTT F@ 10 FLTS F/
P1SEL @ FLTS F* F- STEP
F* PLANT1 F@ F+ ZCHECK1 PLANT1
F! ;
:P.STATE2 P.GR02 F@ P.MORT2 F@ F-
CONWTT F@ 10 FLTS F/ P2SEL @
FLTS F* F- STEP
( update all plant rate equations)
( sum consumption by stocking group)
( integration for plantl )
( integration for plant2 )
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F* PLANT2 F@ F+ ZCHECK PLANT2 F! ;
: P.TOT PLANT1 F@ PLANT2 F@ F+ PTOT ( calculate total plant biomass)
F! ;
: PEAK PTOT F@ PEAKB F@ FSAV F< ( update peak biomass variable)
IF FRES FSWAP PEAKB F!
ELSE THEN ;
SPSTATE TOTALCONSUMP P.STATE2 P.TOT ( update all plant state equations )
PEAK ;
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- -- -- )
AUXILLARY AND RUN-TIME SUBROUTINES )
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: ZCHECK FSAV ZERO FSWAP F< IF ZERO F*
ELSE FRES THEN ;
k
: ZCHECK1 FSAV ZVAR F@ FSWAP F<= IF ZVAR
F@ ELSE FRES THEN ;
: STEP STP F@ ;
: YEARCHECK DAY F@ 364 FLTS F< ;
: RESETYEAR 0 FLTS FDUP DAY F! WDAY F!
0 WEEK ! YEAR @ 1 + YEAR !
ZERO FDUP DEGDAY F! FDUP
CUMCON F!
: PERCENT ( PROP -> X ) 100 FLTS F* ;
: READTEMP 1 1 " TEMP FILE? " 5. GNM
OPN NME RD WORD
52 0 DO
FINPUT FIXS
DUP . CR I TMPWEEK !
LOOP
NME CLS ;
: SET FINPUT F! ;
: SEE F@ F. CR ;
( set negative # to zero )
( set to zvar if < zvar )
( fetch step size )
( check for end of year )
( setup for new year )
( convert to percent )
( read in temp data from disk )
( set flp variable: <name> SET <value> )
( display flp variable )
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: SETDAY
( SETS DAY AND WEEK )
DAY F@ STEP F+ DAY F!
WDAY F@ STEP F+ FDUP WDAY F!
EIGHT FSWAP F>=
IF ONE WDAY F! WEEK @ 1 +
WEEK
THEN ;
( SETS TEMP )
WEEK @ TMPWEEK @ FLTS
TEMP F!
FVAR WT1 .93095
FVAR WT2 3.06
FVAR WTEM 0
SSETWTEMP TEMP F@ WT1 F@ F* WT2 F@
F+ WTEM F! ;
FVAR FINESTP .5
SSETSTP TEMP F@ FIXS 8 < IF
4 FLTS STP F! ELSE
STPO F@
STP F! THEN :
: TYPES " DIPLOID" ;
: DIPLOID 0 TRIP? ! C84 F@
C85 F@
C86 F@
C24 Ft
C25 F!
C26 F!
( set water temp
( set time-step by temp )
( define string )
( set model to simulate' diploids )
" DIPLOID" TYPES S! ;
: TRIPLOID 1 TRIP? ! C87 F@ C24 F!
C88 F@ C25 F!
C89 F@ C26 F!
( set model to simulate triploids )
" TRIPLOID" TYPES S!
: SETTEMP
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FVAR TRCONCV .90
: TRIPCHK TRIP? @ 1
IF TRCONCV F@ F*
THEN :
( DISPLAY WORK
SFPRINT , 5 0 VHTAB INVERSE
" DAY= " S. DAY SEE
" WEEK= " S. WEEK@ .
" TEMP= " S. TEMP SEE NORMAL
#GRPS @ 1 DO
I . " NUMBER= " S. I FNUM SEE
I . " SIZE = " S. I SIZE SEE
( if triploid reduce consumption)
( table of current energetic values)
LOOP
" RTM= " S. RTM SEE CR
CR INVERSE CONWTT SEE
PAVAIL SEE FNUM SEE " HUNGER=" S.
HUNGER SEE NORMAL :
: PDRAW WEEK FLTS YEARW
FLTS F+
F/ YEAR @ ( plot value of variable pointed
to by VPLOT )
VPLOT @ F@ 1000 FLTS F/ ULINE :
FVAR #YEAR 10
: GINIT TURTINIT 10 YTICS ! 300 FLTS
YMAX
( initialize graphic page)
F! 10 XTICS ! #YEAR F@ XMAX F!
F! CLEAR SETSCALE AXES WHI
XTITL " YEARS AFTER STOCKING"
G. TITL1 " HERBIVOROUS FISH STOCKING MODEL " G.
29 175 MOVETO ;
BLK "
TLEI
TLE2
TLE3
ISEE
( title strings )
" S. :
YEAR FNUM SIZE" S. ;
KG/HEC CONMPROD
AVEPEAK AVEBIOMASS
FIXS . ;
"P S. ;
PEAK" S.
FVAR CUMSIZE 0
FVAR CUMDAY 0
F@
Ffi
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FVAR 3AVEPK 0
FVAR AVEPK 0
: AVEPEAK PEAKB F@ AVEPK F@ F* FDUP ( calc average reduction in peak to date)
AVEPK F! ( YEAR @ 4 = ) IF ( 3AVEPK
F! ) ELSE ( FIXS DROP ) THEN
AVEPK F@ YEAR @ FLTS F/ F.
: AVERAGE PTOT F@ CUMSIZE F@ F-
CUMSIZE F! STP F@ CUMDAY F@ F+
CUMDAY F! ;
: AVEBIO CUMSIZE F@ CUMDAY F@ F/ F. ;
0 VARIABLE PRINT?
: PRINT ON 1 PRINT? ! ;
(calc mean bionass to date )
(calc mean biomass for year )
( turn on printer)
: TITLEHEAD ( make title line for output )
PRINT? @ 1 = IF 1 PR# THEN
TLE1 TLE2 TLE3 CR
10
10
10
1 DIM D.CODE
1 FDIM SI#
1 FDIM SISIZ
SSICHECK YEAR @ 1000 * DAY F@ FIXS +
#GRPS @ 1 DO DUP
I D.CODE @ = IF I SI# F@ I FNUM
F! I S5SIZ F@ I SIZE F!
THEN LOOP :
SSETUP HOME " ENTER # OF STOCKINGS"
S. INPUT 1 + DUP #GRPS ! 1 DO
" ENTER " S. CR
" NUMBER SIZE DAY YEAR " S. CR
" FOR STOCKING " S. I . INPUT INPUT
INPUT INPUT
1000 * * I D.CODE ! FLTS I SISIZ F!
FLTS I SI# F! CR LOOP ;
FCON HUND 100
FVAR TOTALIN 0
: COMPUTESI ZERO TOTALIN F!
( put in stocking group if date
matches stockin coded date )
( get set up values from user )
( code stockin dates)
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#GRPS @ 1 DO
I SI# F@ I SISIZ F@ F* HUND F/
TOTALIN F@ F+ TOTALIN F! LOOP
: CPRINT1 YEAR @ . BLK FNUMR ISEE BLK
SIZE ISEE BLK FNUMR F@ SIZE F@ F*
HUND F/ FIXS . BLK
CUMCON F@ P. PROD F@ F/ 100 FLTS F*
FIXS . BLK BLK
AVEPEAK BLK AVEBIO BLK PEAKB F@ F. CR
44 VARIABLE YTAB
: STKS " ;
( output year results to table)
( define blank string )
: SSS STKS SCLR STKS BASC ;
: STATS 176 35 GTAB " YR # SIZE " G.
44 YTAB ! #GRPS @ 1 DO
176 YTAB @ GTAB I D.CODE @ 1000 /
STKS SCLR STKS BASC G. I
SI# F@ FIXS 200 YTAB @ GTAB SSS G. I
SISIZ F@ FIXS 222 YTAB @ GTAB SSS G.
YTAB @ I 6 * + YTAB ! LOOP ;
: PRINTOFF 0 PRINT? ! ;
( write blanks to graphics page )
( put info on graphics page )
( turn off printer )
FVAR MPEAK 162103
: ENDSTAT 36 35 GTAB " % REDUCTION IN PE
G. 81 44 GTAB " 10 YR AVE=" G. AVEPI
F@
YEAR @ FLTS F/ MPEAK F@ F/
STKS SCLR HUND F* HUND FSWAP F-
FIXS STK$ BASC G. 81 51 GTAB
" 4 YR AVE=" G. 3AVEPK F@ 4 FLTS F/
MPEAK F@ F/ STKS SCLR HUND F* HUND
FSWAP F- FIXS STKS BASC G. ;
EAK:" ( put perfornance info on graph)
K
FVAR HALF .5
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SRND->I HALF F@ F+ FIXS :
( do a complete simul
: CRUN TITLEHEAD FNUM F@ FNUMR F!
biomass)
COMPUTESI CPRINT1
CR TITL2 " " G.
TYPES G. " S IN " G. NME G.
TITL3 " TOTAL STOCKED=" G
STKS SCLR
TOTALIN F@ RND->I STKS
BASC STKS G. " KG/HEC " G
( round flp variable to integer)
( run with graphic output of plant
STATS
0 0 IPLOT
BEGIN CAUX CRATE CSTATE SICHECK
( CPRINT ) PDRAW
AVERAGE
DAY F@ 364 FLTS F< IF YEAR @ 1 +
YEAR ! CPRINT1 ZERO CUMCON F!
1 WEEK ! ZERO DAY F!
ZERO PEAKB F!
5000 FLTS PLANT2 F! ZERO P.PROD2
F! ZERO P.PROD F!
ZERO P.PROD1 F! ZERO DEGDAY
F! 0 ELSE 0 THEN YEAR @ #YEAR F@
ONE F- FIXS >
IF 1 ELSE THEN END ENDSTAT ;
: CRUN2 TITLEHEAD FNUM F@ FNUMR F!
CPRINT1
CR TITL2 " " G.
TYPES G. " S IN " G. NME G.
TITL3 " STOCKED AT " G.
STKS SCLR
FNUM F@ SIZE F@ F* HUND F/ FIXS STKS
BASC STKS G. " KG/HEC " G.
( run with table output of energetics)
STATS
0 0 IPLOT
*
.
BEGIN CAUX CRATE CSTATE SICHECK
PDRAW FPRINT
AVERAGE
DAY F@ 364 FLTS F< IF YEAR @ 1 +
YEAR ! CPRINT1 ZERO CUMCON F!
1 WEEK ! ZERO DAY F!
ZERO PEAKB F!
5000 FLTS PLANT2 F! ZERO P.PROD2
F! ZERO P.PROD F!
ZERO P.PROD1 F! ZERO DEGDAY
F! 0 ELSE 0 THEN YEAR @ 9 >
IF 1 ELSE THEN END ENDSTAT ;
( reset subroutines)
SCRESET
ZERO TSCALE F!
ZERO WSCALE F! ZERO FDUP FDUP WSCALE2
ZERO VBERT F!
ZERO FDUP FDUP QW F! QW2 F! QW3 F!
ZERO AGE F!
0 FLTS DAY F!
60 FLTS SIZE F!
154 FLTS AGED F! 0 YEAR !
I WEEK !
29 175 HPOSN
F! WSCALE F!
FVAR PISTART 0
FVAR P2START 5000
: RESET ZERO CRESET
P1START F@ PLANT1 F!
273 FLTS 1000 FLTS F* PCC1 F!
4 FLTS 100 FLTS F/ GRFX F!
0 YEAR !
ZERO P.PROD1 F! ZERO TSCAL F!
ZERO PEAKB F! ZERO WDAY F!
ZERO DEGDAY F! ZERO P.PROD2 F!
ZERO P.PROD F! P2START F@ PLANT2 F!
200 FLTS 1000 FLTS F* NFC1 F!
PTOT VPLOT !
ZERO CUMDAY F! ZERO AVEPK F!
#GRPS @ 1 DO ZERO I FNUM F!
ZERO I SIZE F! ZERO I CUMCON
LOOP
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: DUMPG 1 PR# CR " G" 5. CR 0 PR# ;
: DUMPS 1 PR# CR " S" S. CR 0 PR# ;
( dump graphic to printer )
( dump text page to printer)
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( GLOBAL VARIABLE INITIALIZATIONS
( - IHF3S.NHS )
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
------- „----------------------------------------------------------------
( note: these definitions must be loaded prior to compilation of submodels)
FVAR TEMP 0
10 1 FDIM CONSUMP 0
10 1 FDIM FECES 0
10 1 FDIM RESPIRE 0
10 1 FDIM SIZE 60
10 1 FDIM CUMCON 0
10 1 FDIM CONWT
FVAR QW2 0
FVAR DEGDAY 0
FVAR QW3 0
FVAR DAY 0
FVAR TSCALE 0 ( TEMP SCALER FOR RES )
FVAR WSCALE 0 ( WGHT SCALER FOR RES )
FVAR VBERT 0 ( AGE CORRECT FOR EXC )
FVAR QW 0 ( WINBERGS LITTLE Q )
FCON ZERO 0.0
FVAR AGE 0 ( AGE IN YEARS )
FVAR AGED 154 ( AGE IN DAYS )
FVAR TMPWEEK 0 ( AVE WEEKLY TEMP )
10 1 FDIM FKILL 0
10 1 FDIM FNUM 0
FVAR MC1 .0022
FVAR MC2 .0001
FVAR MC3 .0030
10 1 FDIM FMORT 0
FVAR TARGET 2000000
FVAR STARVE .05
FVAR WDAY 1
FVAR WSCALE2 0
FVAR WSCALE3 0
59 1 DIM TMPWEEK
1 VARIABLE WEEK
0 VARIABLE YEAR
FVAR RTM 1.9 ( ROUTINE METAB INCR )
1 VARIABLE #GRPS
FCON ZERO
FVAR STP
FVAR Cl
FVAR C2
FVAR C3
FCON C4
FCON EIGHT
FCON C5
FCON C6
FCON Tl
FCON T2
FCON T3
FCON TWO
FVAR C10
0.0
1.0
-.08034 ( CONSUMP COEFF )
1.14 ( CONSUMP COEFF )
-3.06 ( CONSUMP COEFF )
2.494
8.00
-.163
.003
.2213
-.0013487
17.56
2.0
.05
FCON C11 0.55
FCON
FCON
FCON
FCON.
FCON
FVAR
FVAR
FVAR
FVAR
FVAR
FVAR
FVAR
FVAR
FVAR
FVAR
FVAR
FVAR
FVAR
FCON
FCON
FCON
FCON
FCON
FCON
FCON
FCON
C12
C13
PDRY
FDRY
CARP
W1
W2
W3
C24
C25
C26
TRIP
C84
C85
C86
C87
C88
C89
-.08868
1.805759
.12
.25
'C 980.
.645
.02599
.0259
.52
-1.1853
.36778
0
URINE LOSS AS x CONSU
MPTION )
( WET TO DRY PLANT)
( WET TO DRY FISH )
< RESPIRA COEFF
( RESPIRA COEFF
( RESPIRA COEFF
( DTC COEFF )
( DTC COEFF )
( DTC COEFF )
( TRIPLOID FLAG
.52 ( DIPL DTC COEFF )
-1.1853 ( DIPL DTC COEFF
.36778 ( DIPL DTC COEFF )
.499 ( TRIP DTC COEFF )
-1.19 ( TRIP DTC COEFF )
.3049 ( TRIP DTC COEFF )
VB1
VB2
VBCORR
ONE
02CONV
FCONV
PCONV
YEARW
-.366
3.134
0
1.0 ( 1.0 )
82.2 ( FROM MG 02 TO CAL )
2850. ( FECES DW TO CAL )
250. ( PLANT FW TO CAL )
52 ( WEEKS PER YEAR )
A 3-18
?
)
1 L b4a. %04 m, & ~ 4
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FVAR PLANT1 55000
FVAR P.GRO1 1 ( GROWTH RATE )
FVAR P.MORT1 1 ( MORTALITY RATE )
FVAR MB01 .06552 ( MORT COEFF BO )
FVAR MB11 -.0676 ( MORT COEFF B1 )
FVAR MB21 .0022 ( MORT COEFF B2 )
FVAR MB31 1 ( MORT COEFF B3 )
FVAR PCC1 390 ( MAX BIOMASS )
FVAR PGR1 .047 ( GROWTH COEFF )
FVAR DEGDAY 0 ( CUM DEGREE DAYS )
FVAR P.PROD1 0 ( CUM PROD PLANT 1 )
FVAR GRFX .04 ( LATE PC GRTH RATE )
FVAR PLANT2 19
FVAR P.GR02 1 ( GROWTH RATE )
FVAR P.MORT2 1 ( MORTALITY RATE )
FVAR MB02 1.32E-13 ( MORT COEFF BO )
FVAR MB12 3.302 ( MORT COEFF B1 )
FVAR MB22 .0022 ( MORT COEFF B2 )
FVAR MB32 1 ( MORT COEFF B3 )
FVAR NFC1 170000 ( MAX BIOMASS )
FVAR PGR2 .100 ( GROWTH COEFF )
FVAR P.PROD2 0 ( CUM PROD PLANT2 )
FVAR P.PROD 0 ( CUM PROD PLANTS )
FVAR PTOT 0 ( TOTAL PLANT BIOMASS )
FVAR ZVAR 3500.0
FVAR PEAKB 0
FVAR TSCAL 0
FVAR RTMB 1
FCON MAXACT 1.06 ( %BWD CONC AT 35 C )
FVAR STPO 1.00 ( BASE STEP TIME )
FVAR STARVEKILL .003
FVAR PCONV1 300
FVAR PCONV2 543
0 VARIABLE P1SEL
0 VARIABLE P2SEL
FVAR P2CRATE .75 ( PLANT2 CONSUMP INCR )0 VARIABLE STARV?
0 VARIABLE VPLOT
FVAR WINTERKILL .00022
FVAR MRTC1 -.00705
FVAR MRTC2 .04645
11 1 FDIM MORT.TAB
DLOAD LOADMORT
FVAR CMIN .65
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Fig. 3-6. Observed (points) and modelled (line) survivorship of
stocked herbivorous carp as a function of size.
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Table 3-2. Age-specific mortal ity
coefficients used in the grass carp
mortal ity submodel.
Age of fish Mortality coefficient
2 0.00021
3 0.00021
4 0.00014
5 0.00040
6 0.00100
7 0.00100
8 0.00100
9 0.00100
10 0.00100
11 0.00100
12 0.00100
Table 3-3. Overwinter mortal ity during field trails, 1981-1983.
Number
Year % Mean weight
Fish Type class Winter Stocking Census loss In fall (g)
Hybrid (2N,3N) 1980 1980-81 364 279 27 18
Hybrid (2N,3N) 1980 1981-82 31 31 0 279
Hybrid (2N,3N) 1980 1982-83 27 26 4 591
Hybrid (3N) 1981 1982-83 56 53 5 279
Hybrid (3N) 1981 1982-83 77 76 1 172
Grass carp (3N) 1981 1982-83 37 37 0 478
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function of the degree of food shortage. On the basis of our general
experiences with holding these fish In the laboratory, we set the mortality
coefficient at zero food availabil ity in such a way as to give an average
time to death of 6 months. However, because the mortality Is exponential
with respect to number of fish, the time required for all fish present to
starve to death approaches 2 years (Fig. 3-7). The relative accuracy of
this simple exponential expression will be impossible to evaluate until
some experimental data on starving fish become available.
C. Winter mortality (units = number/day) is modelled as:
M (winterkill) = MORTCOEF(winter) * WINTER * N(J) (13)
where (a) MORTCOEF(winter) is determined by age from Table 3-2;
(b) WINTER is a flag set to 0 from April to December and to 1.0 from
December to April;
and (c) N(j) Is the number of fish remaining in stocking group j
Winter mortality rates were observed from 1981 through 1983 In INHS
experimental ponds (Table 3-3). Mortal ity was usually low with the
exception of very small fish. In the model, winter mortality substitutes
for size-related mortal ity when water temperatures are below 8°C.
3. Macrophyte production submodel
The macrophyte production submodel estimates growth and mortality, current
standing crop, maximum blanass, and percent reduction in bicmass as a
function of temperature, cumulative degree-days, and carp foraging. Two
simple temperature-driven general plant models are Implemented, one for
annual species and perennials with overwintering vegetative reproductive
structures and one for perennial species with overwintering biomass In the
form of shoots and vegetative reproductive structures. Either or both can
be run in any simulation. Parameter estimates for each of these general
models are loaded at the time of initial Izatlon to simulate any one of five
types of plant population: (1) Potamogeton crIspus/NaJas fiexllls, (2)
3-19
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Potamogeton pectInatus/NaJlas spp., (3) Mvyrlophyllum spp., (4) Elodea
canadensls, or (5) Ceratophyl lumr demersum. Of these, P. cr spus is
perennial with overwintering shoot biomass and the rest are annual species
(jajas spp.) or perennials with overwintering vegetative reproductive
structures. Thus, E crispus and/or any other assemblage can be simulated
in a given run of the model.
Because the overall stocking model must be run with a minimum amount of
site-specific data, our goals in modelling these plant populations were
I imited to providing as accurately as possible (a) correct phenologies for
each species, (b) reasonable production rates, and (c) realistic blomass
peaks. To that end we have used as our production model the simple
relationship:
dPLANT/dt = GROWTH - NATURAL MORTALITY - GRAZING MORTALITY (14)
Growth of macrophyte populations (units = g/m 2 * day) Is modelled
identically for both annuals and perennials:
GROWTH = TEMPSWITCHg * G * PLANTS * (1 - PLANTS/PCC) (15)
where (a) TEMPSWITCHg is a flag (1 or 0) indicating temperatures are high
enough to allow plant growth. Values vary by species and are
given In Table 3-4;
b) G is an instantaneous growth rate (I/day) determined empirically
for each species from field net-shoot production studies (Table
3-4);
(c) PLANTS is the current biomass per square meter (g dry weight);
and (d) PCC is the asymptotic maximum macrophyte density (carrying
capacity) (Table 3-4).
When temperatures are high enough for plant growth (TEMPSWITCHg = 1),
macrophyte production is treated as being exponential with respect to
total blcmass, moderated by a simple density-dependent feedback loop which
constrains populations to levels below an asymptotic maximum density (PCC).
3-21
Table 3-4. Temperature threshold, growth rate, and carrying
capacity of each macrophyte assemblage simulated.
Growth rate Carrying
Temperature Growth rate capacity
threshold (OC) (g/g * day) (g dry wt./m2 )
Potamgeton pectinatus/
Naas spp. 20 0.100 200
Potamogeton crispus/
Naas flexlll s 10,20 0.047,0.058 390,170
Eloa canadensis 18 0.125 500
Ceratophyllum demersum 19 0.090 200
Mvrlophyllum spp. 20 0.054 300
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The Instantaneous growth coefficient (G) is constant and was given the mean
value observed In INHS field studies of each species (Table 3-4). PCC for
each species was set to the highest density known for that species In
Illinois. This ensures that the model will always produce average blomass
concentrations which are lower than Isolated, known maxima (Table 3-4). No
attempt has been made to model variations in growth rate due to turbidity
or nutrient concentrations, because such detail would require an
unacceptably large amount of site-specific data, as well as an explicit
model I Ing of c'o-existing phytoplankton populations. Attempts were made to
add temperature and seasonal variability to the growth coefficients, but
statistical analyses of temperature (and degree-day) dependencies of field
growth rates indicated a very hrgh degree of variability and few
significant trends (e.g., Figs. 3-8 and 3-9). This variability undoubtedly
represents the complex interaction of a number of local controlling
factors beyond the scope of a state-wide management model. In the face of
this variability, the use of a mean growth rate seems the least
objectionable approach.
Natural mortality (units = grams m2 * day) Is modelled as:
M(natural) = M * PLANTS * TEMPSWITCHm (16)
where (a) M is an instantaneous mortality coefficient which varies
seasonally as a function of cumulative degree-days;
(b) PLANTS is the species blomass per square meter;
and (c) TEMPSWITCHm = 1 when the temperature is above a set threshold.
Natural mortality is used In our model to control blomass phenology and
is expressed as a function of cumulative degree-days. For annual species
and perennials with overwintering vegetative reproductive structures, the
general function used was:
M = a * DEGDAYb (17)
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The instantaneous mortal ity coefficient is modelled as a power function of
annual cumulative degree-days (above 00 C), providing a seasonally
accelerating mortality which eventually overcomes growth and results in a
natural die-back of the plant population. The parameters a and b In
Eq. 17 were estimated from field data by simple least squares for each
species with no overwintering shoot biomass except Myrlophyllum spp. (Figs.
3-10 through 3-13).
Potamogeton crspus is a perennial species that overwinters In the third or
fourth cohort, and It required a different functional relationship to
model Its natural mortality cycle. Like an annual, ,. crlspus goes through
a seasonal die-back; In its case this usually occurs In the early or
middle summer (Wiley et al. 1983). Unl ike an annual, rhizomes and turlons
give rise to a new cohort in the late summer which grows Into the fall,
overwinters, and completes development the following spring. This results
In a blmodal blomass phenology and a mortal Ity pattern that we have
modelled using a simple sine function:
M = a + b * sin(DEGDAY) (18)
This function generates the required bimodal phenology and can be fitted to
field data by least squares methods (Fig. 3-14). The combination of Eqs.
17 and 18 results In acceptably realistic seasonal blomass phenologies.
Because the mortality rates are controlled by cumulative degree-days, the
model has the additional property of being able to adjust, the plant
phenologies to variations In annual temperature cycles. Thus as Input
temperatures are raised, seasonal growth and mortality occur earlier in the
year; if temperatures are lowered they occur later. Peak biomass varies
minimally with these temperature-induced alterations in phenology. The one
perennial with overwintering shoots we model led, e. crisus, Is an
exception In that changes In temperature cycles cause overwintering bianmass
to vary substantially, often resulting In destabilizing growth or
mortality. As a result, simulations with this species have been restricted
to Region 11 (see below), the region from which all data used to estimate
rate coefficients were collected.
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Graznga mortalltv (units = g/m2 * day) are estimated by the carp
bloenergetic submodel as described above (see Eq. 2). A blcmass reserve of
5 g dry weight/m2 was made inaccessible to the carp and other mortal ity
sources to prevent the plant compartments from reaching a stable
equilibrium of zero. Conceptually, this reserve represents dispersed
and/or undergrazed reproductive tissues, such as seeds, turlons, and
rh z ames.
4. REGIONAL TEMPERATURE DATA BASE
Both the bloenergetic submodel and the plant production submodel require
daily water temperature as a driving variable. These data are derived from
the 30-year dally mean temperature records publ ished for 20 cl Imatic
regions In Illinois by the Illinois State Water Survey. Weekly mean air
temperatures for a particular region are loaded from disk prior to a
simulation. Epil imnetic temperatures are estimated from these air
temperatures during simulation using:
Water temperature (*C) = 3.06 + 0.931 * air temperature (°C) (19)
This relationship was derived from a statistical analysis of temperature
data from the INHS pond site collected from 1982 through 1984 (Fig. 3-15)
and provides a general predictor of water temperature at a depth of a meter
or less. Obviously each body of water has its own pecul iar thermal
characteristics; If weekly temperature data are available, they can and
should be substituted for the regional files.
MODEL IMPLEMENTATION
The IHF3S program is coded In FORTH, an extensbille, threaded, Interpreted
language and Is Implemented on an Apple le microcomputer. A listing of
the source code for major system components is given in Appendix 3. The
version of FORTH used is a commercial product of Applied Analytics Inc.
(Marlboro, MD) marketed under the name Microspeed". Microspeed FORTH is an
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extension of Fig-FORTH optimized for the Apple's 6502 proceessor, DOS 3.3,
and for hardware floating-point operations via an INTEL 8231A co-processor.
Support of floating-point hardware was the key determinant in our choice of
Applied Analytics' FORTH, because the model Is computationally intensive
and runs slowly without the assistance of one or more co-processor boards.
Hcwever, FORTH Is relatively portable and the source code would require
only minor alterations to be used with standard FORTH-79 or FORTH-83
compilers on the Apple or any other hardware system. The hardware
configuration used In the simulations reported here consisted of an Apple
I le computer with 128-K RAM, a 3.5-MHz 6502C co-processor board (Titan
Inc.), a 4-MHz INTEL 8231A floating-point co-processor board (Appl led
Analytics Inc., Marlboro, MD), two disk drives, a dot-matrix printer, and a
Hewlett-Packard 7470a plotter.
USER INTERFACE
The User Interface is a collection of subroutines that control model
execution, option selection, and input/output functions. It is a highly
flexible command driven Interface so that a user can examine the effects
of almost any stocking strategy Imaginable. Commands can be issued from
the keyboard at any time and In any order (assuming correct syntax).
Available commands can be grouped into three categories:
(1) Initialization Commands. These routines define the basic
characteristics of the current simulation; for example, they can be
used to control the ploidy of the carp, the species of , plant, the
cl Imatic region, etc.
(2) Execution Commands. These routines are used directly to start, stop,
and restart Individual simulations.
(3) Input/Output Commands. These routines are used to modify model
parameters, view variable values, and select types of model output.
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While no attempt will be made in this report to provide an exhaustive
description of how to use IHF3S, a short Command Glossary Is provided. This
glossary contains a I sting and description of most key system commands and
can serve as a basic Introduction to using the models decrlbed here.
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COMMAND GLOSSARY
COMMAND SYNTAX
IHF3S Is written in FORTH and as such retains for the most part a typical
FORTH-IIke syntax. Commands with numerical arguments generally require the
argument to be entered before the command:
e.g., < arg > < command >
On the other hand, commands with text argument (typically names) generally
require the argument to follow the command:
e.g., < command > < arg >
Some commands in IHF3S require no arguments at all: e.g., < command >
In any case, commands may be entered one per line, followed by a carriage
return ([CR]); or they may be entered sequentially on one or more lines
(up to 255 characters) terminated by a carriage return. Comands may also
be compiled into the FORTH dictionary (similar to a command macro) using
standard FORTH definition words.
1. InitialIzatlon Commands
READTEMP syn READTEMP < FILENAME > [CR]; loads temperature data
from file containing weekly mean air temperatures.
IHF3S contains 20 regional climate files named by
region; e.g., REGION11 , REGION1. System boots up
with REGION11 loaded. User may substitute any DOS 3.3
text file.
SETPLANTS syn SETPLANTS < arg > [CR]; sets up model to run with
plant species designated by < arg >. Plants currently
available and their corresponding arguments are:
1. Myrlophyllum spp.; < arg > = MYRIOPHYLLUM
2. Ceratophylllum demersum; < arg > = CERATOPHYLLUM
3. Elodea canadensis; < arg > = ELODEA
4. Potamogeton pectlnatus/NaJas spp.; < arg > =
SAGO/NAJ AS
5. eP crlspus/l a i flexllIs; < arg > = CRISPUS/NAJAS
syn TRIPLOID [CR]; sets model to
triploid grass carp.
syn DIPLOID [CR]; sets model to
diploid grass carp.
run simulations for
run simulations for
2. Execution Commands
SETUP syn SETUP [CR]; begins interactive session in which user
Is prompted for stocking information; used to setup
for a simulation run.
RUN syn RUN [CR]; begins or continues a simulation using all
currently defined values. RUN does not reset any
values; use RESET to initial Ize model to time zero and
values establ ished by SETUP.
RESET syn RESET [CR]; resets model to day and year zero and
uses SETUP information to prepare a stocking sequence.
To begin a run of the model use the following sequence
of commands SETUP RESET GINIT RUN [CR].
GINIT syn GINIT [CR]; initialize graphics display
simulation using current axes definitions.
for a
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syn DUMPG [CR]; directs the graphics display on the
monitor to be sent to the printer. Graphic output
from a simulation can be displayed on the monitoring
using GINIT or GRAPH.
syn DUMPS [CR]; directs text or tabular output on the
monitor screen to be sent to the printer.
3. lnput/Outut Commands
PR INTER.ON syn PRINTER.ON [CR]; directs table output
In slot 1 during simulation.
to the printer
PRINTER-OFF syn PRINTER.OFF [CR]; stops printer output.
PLOTINIT syn PLOTINIT [CR]; initializes plotter. Must be used
prior to PLOTTER.ON. Can also be used to recover from
plotter error condition.
PLOTTER-ON
PLOTTER-OFF
GRAPH
TEXT
CLEAR
sy n
sy n
PLOTTER-ON [CR]; all subsequent graphical output is
dupl cated on both the screen and on the system
p otter.
PLOTTER.OFF [CR]; all subsequent graphical output is
sent only to the monitor.
syn GRAPH [CR]; instructs monitor to display graphics
page.
syn TEXT [CR]; instructs monitor to display text page.
syn CLEAR [CR]; clears graphics display to black.
DUMPG
DUMPS
syn < arg > =PLOT [CR]; the variable named in argument
will be plotted during the next simulation run; e.g.,
PLANT1 =PLOT [CR].
syn < arg > SEE [CR]; the current value of the floating-
point variable named in the argument will be printed
to the current output device.
syn < arg > SET < value > [CR]; sets the floating-point
variable in argument to the value specified.
syn < arg > ? [CR]; the current value of the
variable named in the argument Is printed.
Integer
syn < val > < arg > I [CR]; sets integer variable in
argument to value specified.
syn FLTITL [CR] < position with I, J, K, M keys > [CR];
moves label cursor under keyboard control in
preparation for adding a label to a output graph.
syn "< label >" [CR]; defines a floating label to be
placed on a graphic output.
LABEL syn "< label >" LABEL [CR]; writes preceeding label at
current label coordinates.
Example usage: FLTITL [CR] "label " LABEL [CR]
Some Key System Variables
XMAX, YMAX
XTICS, YTICS
Floating point variables holding maximum values
and y axes; use "SET" to change values.
for x
Integer variables holding the number of tic marks
per axis; change using < val > XTICS I
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#YEAR Floating-point variable holding the number of years
the simulation will run; note #YEAR = XMAX In most
cases.
MPEAK Floating-point variable holding the annual peak plant
blomass. MPEAK is determined by simulation of plant
growth without fish. It is set automatically for
simulations In Region 11. For simulations run In
other regions or using user-suppiled temperature data,
MPEAK should be set by hand after the appropriate
simulation (e.g., MPEAK set < val >
PLANT1 Floating-point variable holding the current biomass (g
dry welght/m2) of the simulated macrophyte population
with overwintering shoots.
PLANT2 Floating-point variable holding the biomass (g dry
weight/m2 ) of simulated annual species and perennial
species with overwintering reproductive structures
only.
PTOTAL Floating-point variable holding the total biomass (g
dry weight/m 2 ) of macrophytes.
SIZE1, SIZE2, Floating-point variable holding the current size (g
SIZE3 fresh weight) of carp in stocking groups 1 through 3.
FNUM1, FNUM2, Floating-point variable holding the current number of
FNUM3 fish In stocking groups 1 through 3.
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Appendix 1.
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Al-1. Stocking curves for Potamogeton pectlnatus/
In Region 11 using 4-year batch stocking
Simulations Included four sizes of triploid grass
50 g, b = 100 g, c = 200 g, and d = 400 g.
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Fig. A1-2. Stocking curves for Elodea canadensls in
Region 11 using 4-year batch stocking strategy. Simulations
included four sizes of tr plold grass carp: a = 50 g, b = 100
g, c = 200 g, and d = 400 g.
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Fig. Al-3. Stocking curves for Ceratophyl um demersum
in Region 11 using 4-year batch stocking strategy. Simulations
Included four sizes of triploid grass carp: a = 50 g, b = 100
g, c = 200 g, and d = 400 g.
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Fig. 1-4. Stocking curves for Myrlophyllum spp. In
Region 11 using 4-year batch stocking strategy. Simulations
Included four sizes of triploid grass carp: a = 50 g, b = 100
g, c = 200 g, and d = 400 g.
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Appendix 2
IHF3S SIMULATIONS USING A
SERIAL STOCK ING STRATEGY IN
REGI ONS 1, 6, 1 1, 15, AND 1 9
Simulated levels (g dry weight m-2 ) of all five macrophyte
assemblages are presented for both the best management
practice (BMP) and eradication scenarios.
A2-2
Fig. A2-1. BMP control of Potamogeton pectLnatus/aJas spp. In
Region 1.
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Fig. A2-3. BMP control of Potamogeton pectlnatus/NaJas spp. In
Region 6.
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Fig. A2-4. Eradication of Potamogeton pectinatus/Najas spp. In
Region 6.
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Fig. A2-5. BMP control of Potamogeton pectinatus/NaJla spp. In
Region 11.
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Fig. A2-6. Eradication of Potamogeton pectlnatus/Nas spp. In
Region 11.
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Fig. A2-7. BMP control of Potamogeton pect I natus/Naas spp. In
Region 15.
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Fig. A2-8.
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Eradication of Potamogeton pectInatus/Naas spp. In Region 15.
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Fig. A2-9. BMP control of Potamogeton pectInatus/NaJas spp. In
RegIon 19.
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Fig. A2-10. Eradication of Potamogeton pectinatus/Najas spp. In
Region 19.
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Flg. A2-11. BMP control of El odea canadensIs In RegIon 1.
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Fig. A2-12. Eradication of lodea canadensis In Region 1.
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Fig. A2-13. BMP control of Elodea canadensis In Region 6.
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Fig. A2-14. Eradication of lodea canadensls In Region 6.
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Fig. A2-15. BMP control of Elodea canadensts In Region 11.
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Fig. A2-16. Eradication of Elodea canadensls In Region 11.
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Fig. A2-17. BMP control of Elodea canadensis In Region 15.
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Fig. A2-18. Eradication of Eldea canadenslis In Region 15.
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Fig. A2-19. BMP control of Eldea canadensls In Region 19.
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Fig. A2-20. Eradication of Elodea canadensls in Region 19.
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FIg. A2-21. BMP control of Ceratophy Il um demersum In Region 1.
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Fig. A2-22. Eradication of CeratophyI I um dmers u In Region 1.
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Fig. A2-23. BMP control of Ceratophy llum demersum in Region 6.
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Fig. A2-24. Eradication of Ceratophyv I um demersum In Region 6.
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Fig. A2-25. BMP control of Ceratophyvl Ium demersum in Region 11.
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Fig. A2-26. Eradication of Ceratophyll u demersum In Region 11.
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Fig. A2-27. BMP control of CeratophylI um demersum in Region 15.
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Fig. A2-28. Eradication of Ceratophyllum demersum in Region 15.
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Fig. A2-29. BMP control of Ceratophyv Ilur demersum in Region 19.
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Fig. A2-30. Eradication of Ceratophyl um demersum In Region 19.
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Fig. A2-31. BMP control of Myrloohyllum spp. In Region 1.
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Fig. A2-32. Eradication of Myrlophyllum spp. In Region 1.
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Fig. A2-33. BMP control of Myrlophyllum spp. In Region 6.
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Fig. A2-34. Eradication of Myrlophyllum spp. In Region 6.
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Fig. A2-35. BMP control of Myrlophyllum spp. In Region 11.
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Fig. A2-36. Eradication of Myrlophyllum spp. In Region 11.
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Flg. A2-37. BMP control of Mvrlophy I Ium spp. In Region 15.
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Fig. A2-38. Eradication of My.rlophyllIu spp. In Region 15.
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Fig. A2-39. BMP control of Myrlophyllum spp. In Region 19.
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Fig. A2-40. Eradication of Myrloohyl um spp. In Region 19.
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Flg. A2-41. BMP control of Potamogeton crlspus/Nlas flexllIs In
Region 11.
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Flg. A2-42. Eradication of Potamogeton crlspus/iaJas flexll s In
Region 11.
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APPENDIX 3. Source Code Listing for IHF3S
note: these listings are for illustrative purposes only.
Code for portions of the User Interface, graphics
routines, floating point operators and other non-
standard FORTH words are not included. For a compilable
listing of the system please contact:
Dr. M. J. Wiley
Aquatic Biology Section
Illinois Natural History Survey
Champaign, Illinois, 61820.
HERBIVOROUS CARP BIOENERGETIC GROWTH SUBMODEL
- IHF3S.NHS
--------------------------------------------------( AUXILLARY EQUATIONS -
---- ( ARY -----------------------------------UATIONS )
.( AUXILLARY EQUATIONS )
: TTC FSAV WTEM F@ LN
F@ F* TSCAL F! FRES :
C24 F@ F* C25 ( temp correction func
for consumption )
SDTC TSCAL F@ C26 F@ F/ F* ;
: WTC WTEM F@ C12 F* C13 F+ EXP F/ ;
FVAR TRCONCV .90
: TRIPCHK TRIP? @ 1
IF TRCONCV F@ F*
THEN :
SFOODCHECK FSAV
PLANT1 F@ ZVAR F@ F=
IF STARVE F@
ELSE FRES THEN ;
FVAR PAVAIL 0
FVAR PAVAILO 10000000
FVAR ZVAR2 5000
S5ELPLANT1 1 P15EL ! 0 P2SEL ! PLANT1
F@ ZVAR F@ F- PAVAIL F!
: SELPLANT2 0 PlSEL ! 1 P2SEL ! PLANT2
F@ ZVAR2 F@ F- PAVAIL F! ;
SSELNONE 0 PlSEL ! 0 P2SEL ! PAVAILO
F@ PAVAIL F! ;
( scale temp correction )
( Winberg temp correction
for respiration )
( if triploid lower consumption
by trconv )
( see if food is available )
( select plantl to be consumed )
( select plant2 to be consumed )
( select no plants to be consumed)
: NOSTARVE 0 STARV? ! ; ( resets starvation flag )
: STARVING 1 STARV? ! ; ( set starvation flag )
: PLANTCHECK ( decides which plant should be eaten and sets
starvation flags )
FSAV PLANT2 F@ ZVAR2 F@ F< ( save fstack and begin)
IF FRES P2CRATE F@ F* SELPLANT2
ELSE PLANT1 F@ ZVAR F@ F<
A 3-2
IF FRES SELPLANT1
ELSE SELNONE STARVING
FRES STARVE FO F*
THEN THEN ;
FVAR HUNGER 0
: AMOUNTCHECK ( gets amount available of selected plant )
FSAV FDUP PAVAIL F@ F<
IF FSWAP PAVAIL F@ FSWAP F/ ONE FSWAP
F- HUNGER F!
PAVAIL F@ STARVING
ELSE ZERO HUNGER F! FRES THEN ;
( RATE EQUATIONS )
FVAR W10 1.42
FVAR W11 .000306589
FVAR C45 -.000080
FVAR C42 .42
15000 VARIABLE THRS
FVAR C35 -.000000232
FVAR C36 .0003417
FVAR C37 .363
: CONSMP ( calculates consumption for group I )
I SIZE F@ FIXS THRS @ (
IF
C42 F@
TTC DTC ZCHECK
ELSE
C42 F@
TWO F/ ( halves ingestion for > 15 kg )
TTC DTC
THEN ( SMALLCHECK ) TRIPCHK
I SIZE F@ F*
AMOUNTCHECK ZCHECK FDUP I CONWT
F! FDUP PAVAIL F@ FSWAP F- PAVAIL
F! PLANTCALS I CONSUMP F! ;
: ACTIVITY
STARV? @ 1 = IF
TSCAL F@ MAXACT
( metabolism increment due to activity. Assumed to
be dependent on feeding rate and therefore
inderctly on temperature )
F/ TWO F/
ELSE TSCAL FQ
THEN RTMB F@ F* 1 FLTS F+
RTM F! ;
FVAR C60 .066 ( SDA )
FVAR W3 25.4163
: RESP
MAXACT F/
ZCHECK
( respiration for group I )
ACTIVITY I SIZE F@ W1 F@ F^ W3 F@ F*
W2 F@ F* FDUP WSCALE F! WTC
RTM F@ F* 02CONV
F, ZCHECK I CONSUMP F@ C60 F@ F* F*
I RESPIRE F! ;
FVAR
FVAR
FVAR
FVAR
FVAR
FVAR
FVAR
FVAR
FVAR
FVAR
MAXASSIM .45
C40 1.34
C41 1.9699
STVASSIM .2 ( x INCREASE AT STARV )
C47 .157
HASSIM .80
C91 .054
C92 .68
ASSADJ .97 ( LOWER TO INCREASE )
C90 -.436
: STFIX STVASSIM F@ HUNGER F@ F» ONE
FSWAP F- F* :
SEXCRETE WTEM F@ C40 F@ F^ I SIZE F@
C90 F F F* C91 F@ F* ZCHECK
ONE FSWAP F- ASSADJ F@ F* ( STARV?
@ 1 = ) IF ( STFIX ) THEN I
CONSUMP F@ F* ZCHECK I FECES F! ;
ad3ust assimilation when starving )
( excretion rate for group I )
( STATE EQUATION )
A 3-3
A 3-4
: EBALANCE
I CONSUMP F@ I FECES
I RESPIRE
STEP F*
I SIZE F@
I SIZE F!
( integration for carp size in group I )
F8 F-
F@ F-
CARPC F/
F+ ZCHECK
(---------------------------------------------------------------------------------)
(--------------------------------------------------------------------------
( MORTALITY SUBMODEL
- IHF3S.NHS
(-----------------------------------------------------------------------
(----------------------------------------------------------------------
: ADJKILL I SIZE F@ FIXS 300 >
IF YEAR @ 6 >
IF YEAR @ MORT.TAB F@ I FKILL F!
ELSE WTEM F@ FIXS 8 >
IF YEAR @ MORT.TAB F@
I FKILL F!
ELSE WINTERKILL F@ I FKILL F!
THEN
THEN
ELSE WTEM F@ FIXS 8 >
IF I SIZE F@ LN MRTC1 F@ F* MRTC2
F@ F+ I FKILL F!
ELSE WINTERKILL F@ I FKILL F!
THEN
THEN
: FDIE ( calc
( HUNGER F@ STARVEKILL F@
F* )
I FKILL F@ F+
I FNUM F8 F* ZCHECK I FMORT F!
FVAR
FVAR
FVAR
FVAR
( calc mortality coefficient )
mortality rate )
FNUMR 0
C61 .5
FNUMR2 0
FNUMR3 0
A 3-5
: POPSIZE I FMORT F@ FCHS STEP F*
I FNUM F@ F+ ZCHECK FDUP I FNUM F!
C61 F@ F+ FIXS FLTS I FNUMR
F!
( integrate for number left in group
I )
